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A New German Jewry is Taking shape

HOW CAN MUSLIMS LOVE JEWS?
|na#¥:S::¥::etB:O;::°:sse¥:¥:%T¥
or a Muslim. Either way, the driver
wants to talk. If he's Jewish, he will
want to discuss communal politics and
put me right. If he's Muslim, he will be
most interested that his passenger is a
beardless, plain-clothed rabbi.
So I became engrossed in a conversation with a middle-aged Indian
Muslim fi.om Wanstead. The conversation developed into a mutual
complaint about sections of the political leadership of our respective
communities and about extremism. We
share so much, he pointed out, from
the importance of family to the desire
to integrate into society. Why do we
have to be portrayed as being at odds?
The vast majority of us simply want to

get on with each other, and not just to
live and let live. He went on to tell me
about the work his wife does in building relationships and understanding
between Muslim women and Jewish
women in his area.
I also spent two days at the large and
impressive Islamic Centre at Markfleld
on the outskirts of Leicester. Over
lunch, I was introduced to a young
Imam trained in the West Midlands
and to a young member of staff at
Markfield. Within two minutes we got
on to the subject of football -with me
blaming tbem, tongue in cheek, for the

pathetic performance of Midlands
football tears.
One of them confessed to supporting
Walsall - and Manchester United. I
responded by sharing my undying faith
in West Ham. The Imam immediately
picked
this
up
and
spoke
enthusiastically about West Ham
giving a lead by being the only
Premiership club not only to get out
into a local community with many
Muslims but to permit girls to play
football whilst retaining their head
covering. His colleague then asked me
why it was that so many Jews support
Tottenham. I had no sensible answer.
We swapped cards and agreed to meet
again and see whether soccer offered a
way of getting Jews and Muslims
together around a shared faith, as Bill
Shankley once said, "more important
than life and death".
I was at the Islamic Centre for the
annual residential meeting of the
Sternberg Centre Jewish/Christian/
Muslim Dialogue Group. Our host, a
long-standing member of the Group,
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was Dr Ataullah Siddiqui. As well as
being part of the leadership team at
Markfield,
Siddiqui
heads
the
Markfield Islamic Higher Education

programme which is accredited by
Loughborough University. He teaches
on BA, MA and Doctoral programmes
and edits an important international
Islamic joumal `Encounters', devoted
to interfaith dialogue.
During the course of the Residential, Dr Siddiqui made the point that
Muslims in Europe are part of the
modemWestemworld-"whetherthey
like it or not". Islam, he said, "has
contributed far more to European life
and modem Western culture than is
usually acknowledged. The overwhelming majority of Muslims in
Europe", he added, "have the same
aspirations as Jews and Christians". At
another point in the dialogue he said:
"Of course Israel has the right to exist.
The United Nations granted Israel that
right in 1948. The issue is not its
existence, only its borders".

People who rely on anecdotal
evidence are infuriating - one friendly
taxi driver, an Imam and a young
Islamic Centre manager, and one
leading academic do not make a valid
sociological survey. But all three
believed - I asked them - that they
were representative of the majority of
Muslims in the UK. I believe them.
But I also believe something else
Ataullah Siddiqui said. He had just
returned from an extended visit to India
and was deeply concerned. Ten years
ago, he said, he never encountered antiSemitism there. Jews were Jews, Israel
was Israel and America was America.
A decade on all has changed. He
witnessed crowds demonstrating
against the Danish cartoons, pouring
hatred on the American-Zionist
conspirators, and denouncing Jews.
When he questioned people, no-one
had ever met a Jew.
He was shocked and it lead us into a
discussion of the immense problem
caused by the disparity in numbers.
There are two billion Christians in the
world, 1.2 billion Muslims and fourteen million Jews. "How do we meet
face to face?" he asked. How do we

engage family man to family man in a
cab and affimi our shared values? How
do we share a passion for football and
puzzle over why so many apparently
sane people support Tottenham? How
do we meet and dispel the image of the
Jew as the evil conspirator when so

much of the globe is bereft of Jews? It
is a question that the Jewish world has
to face.

Another member of the group picked
up this elision of Jew, Israel and
America. I pointed out that more then
80% of the Jewish world lives in either
Israel or America and that without
American support there would be no
Israel. Ataullah traced the beginning of
the elision back to the invasion of
Kuwait. Then, one of my closest and
most trusted Christian friends
confronted me with something
extraordinarily painful.
He opened up the issue of the
nco-Cons in the United States, those
who have supported the Bush administration in its foreign policy, and how
many of them are Jews. I became
defensive and then hostile, pointing
out that only some were Jewish, that
the Southern Baptists backed Bush but
that did not mean that all Christians
backed Bush, and that the idea that the
Bush administration was either a fi-ont
for a neo-Con conspiracy or had
bought someone else's philosophy
wholesale had all kinds of overtones
that made me shudder. My friend
understood but sent me material about

the Project for the New American
Century established in the Spring of
1997.

"[The United States must conduct] a

foreign policy that boldly and purposefully promotes American principles
abroad; and national leadership that
accepts the United States' global
responsibilities", it declares.

In a letter to President Bush: "We
want to commend you for your strong
stance in support of the Israeli
government as it engages in the present
campaign to fight terrorism. As a
liberal democracy under repeated
attack by murderers who target
civilians, Israel now needs and
deserves steadfast support".
Both documents had many Jewish
signatories.
Is it possible that, in our desperate
desire to protect Israel, some of us have
backed a problematic horse? Could it

conceivably be that in our terror of
Muslim extremism, we have unwittingly made it hard for ordinary
Western Muslims to love us? And how
on earth do you build relationships of
love when there are huge expanses of
this country, never mind the world,
wbere there isn't even a single scared
and prickly Jew to love? I
AMB

Aziz's apartment in Tulkarem Camp note bullet holes

maintaining discipline, one-upmanship
against rival factions, and letting off

steam, rather than any attempt to harm
the occupiers.
I had Khadrah's room during the Ez.c7
holiday. The flat is on the first floor of
a large stone building. It consists of a
long living-dining-room, four big

bedrooms, two bathrooms and a fairly
small kitchen, quite modem but, to
Karen's constant regret, no dishwasher. Tiled floors, fluorescent
lighting.
This is such a strange set-up. Here's

FEAR, ANGER AND
LOATHING ON
THE WEST BANK
Lyrme Reid Banks

an all-American girl from Ohio, stuck
in the midst of a run-down town in this
insecure dangerous situation. Her
occasional trips to her consul in
Jerusalem to renew her passport are
fraught with problems. She has lived
here for fifteen years. I guess she
suffers doubts and even guilt at
bringing the children up here.
Once there was a curfew just before
some important exams. Khadrah had
to go to school ("And I let her!") and at
going-home time Karen left the house
amed with a giant Coke bottle and
belaboured some boys who were ready
to do a bit of stone-throwing at the
soldiers, chasing them off the streets
so that Khadrah could creep home from
house to house with less risk of being
shot.

Tulkarem is a typical Arab town. In
the centre is a flne new open space,
In November 2005, Lyrme Reid Banks, novel:ist, author Of ch{ldren's books,
called Gamal Abdul Nasser Square,
Israeli citizen and fiormer hibbutznik, visited Tulkarem on the West Bank.
paid for by a single donor, an expat
Here is her searingly honest account of her visi:i
Tulkaran. When we went out shopping,
Karen showed me the ruined buildings
really looks like."
and vacant lots from the bombing four
the charity ``Windows for Peace"
I was welcomed by my host family,
years ago. But the atmosphere is wryly
I'D that
VOLUNTEERED,
operates out ofTel-Aviv,
THROUGH
to pick
Jaser and Karen and four of their five
cheerful. Everyone walks in the road. I
olives for Palestinian farmers whose
children, Khadrah,16, Ahmad,11, asked a man who stopped to greet
land has been cut off by the Wall.
Tamera, 9, and Sariyah 6. I was soon
Karen, why. "So the people jumping
They'd passed me over to their
enjoying the first of the delicious meals
off the roofs don't fall on our heads,"
Tulkarem centre, on the West Bank.
I was to eat at their table, while I was
was his enigmatic reply .... The little
They said they preferred me to help in
boys play with very real-looking guns.
put in the picture.
various ways with English.
Tulkarem is supposedly Zone A,
A child was recently shot for having
Jebara
checkpoint,
opposite
which means under Palestinian
one. His father allowed his organs to
Netanya, is a badly-lit, desolate place
Authority control, but in reality the
be removed and given to whoever
with a heavy metal barrier and coils of
Israeli troops come and go as they
needed them. Some Israeli children
razor wire (not the Wall yet). The guard
benefited.
please. The local joke -at least, I hope
was told I was going to visit my
it's a joke -is that a child's first word
We visited the home of Miriam,
`niece'. He waned me I was going
is not Mama or Baba, it's c7crboz)bz.e,
Jaser's niece, a counsellor at two
into danger, that the Israeli government
which means `tank'.
village girls' high schools where she
would take no responsibility. I said I'd
Israeli military apart, the various
wanted me to help out. Two teachers
take my chances... Mahmood, of the
Palestinian `factions' are the only even
phoned and begged me to tell them
Windows centre in Tulkarem, was
semi-authority here, since police,
how to teach the `new literature' - i.e.
called by mobile. I went through the
mayor, etc exercise none. These gangs
Sz./czs "c7r7?er, which seems to have
keep some kind of ad hoc order with
flummoxed everybody -what a strange
gate, he took my case and led me, with
a torch, across some rough ground to
summary justice meted out. Jaser's
choice! Miriam had just returned from
the taxi. During the short drive to the
butcher's shop has several times been
doing an out of season fJcr/. (three days
town he told me, "Our kids can go to
forced to close when a strike is called
on the coach to Mecca) and was full of
and others who refused had their shops
religious fervour and laden with
get-togethers in Israel, but Israeli kids
aren't allowed back. They don't want
burnt down. What good strikes do is
trinkets and holy water purporting to
them to see what their occupation
continued overleaf
quite unclean - it seems to be a way of
2
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come from Hagar's Well.
Karen told me about her disastrous
trip back to the States four years ago.
Jaser had to mind the shop, which
meant she was on her own with all five
kids. Tamera, who had recently been
through the bombing, developed Post
Traumatic Stress disorder. The shrinks
in Ohio said they'd never seen such a
bad case. Karen fled back to Jaser and
since then has settled for Tulkarem. I
must say I admire her hugely. How she
can manage all the domestic stuff and
still do voluntary peace work, I do not
know.
Abud, a young nephew and a
medical student, came and sat with us
for an hour. He started studying at AnNajah university a year ago. Every
journey he makes between Tulkarem
and Nablus is fraught with tension and
prone to endless, unpredictable delays.
Once at a religious holiday Abud
was among a large group of students
trying to get home through the main
checkpoint. They were held up for
hours with no shelter, nothing to drink,
nowhere to sit. At last an Israeli officer
arrived and let them through, too late
at night to get the bus home. Nobody
here believes there's ever any serious
come-back against the perpetrators of
abuses at the checlaposts, which are
often accompanied by racist language.
"We're spoken to and treated like
animals," he said.
One of the main problems for Karen

is the lack of entertainment for her kids,
who can't stray far from home, hence
the emphasis on computer games and
TV. Recently a new indoor fun-fair for
kids, `Megaland', has opened, the first
place where parents can take children
to have a treat. Pricy, though. Karen
must have got through a load of `Ez.c7'

The Israelis still

apply random bits Of
Ottoman low, e.g. that
if a f;armer doesn't
tend his land f;or three
years he loses it, even

if he can't reach it
because there's a
three-metre wall in
the way.
money (breadwinners give money to
their families at Ez.d), but the kids were
wildly excited by the swings, dodgems
and little train.
We visited Jaser's farm on the
outskirts of town, where he raises and
slaughters his meat. I'd noticed the
many car-graveyards, and he told me
cheerfully they were all stolen from
Israel. He assured me Israelis are in on
it. Car-owners pay to have their cars
stolen so they can claim for a new one
on insurance. Others are stripped for
parts, squashed to cubes and sold back
across the line to metal dealers. Jaser
added that anything that can be pinched
from the oppressor is fair game, though
it's one of the things the P.A. is
apparently trying to stop.
After the Ez.d holiday, I moved next
door to a beautiful new students'
hostel, another gift from an overseas
benefactor. Even the sidewalk outside

the grand new building is inlaid witli
metal patterns, and lined with saplings,
and inside it's got everything one
needs,

even

e7zsc/z.Ze

bathrooms.

Students (all women) can cook and
watch TV.
Karen had warned me things don't
always pan out as planned. Miriam
applied for permission for me to visit
her school, to the Min. of Ed. no less,
but it didn't come through for two days,
during which I felt useless and wished
I were picking olives. The reason
volunteers (including Jews) do this is
that the Israelis still apply random bits
of Ottoman law, e.g. that if a farmer
doesn't tend his land for three years he
loses it, even if he can't reach it
because there's a three-metre wall in
the way.
We spent some hours at the
Windows for Peace Centre, a house on
the edge of town with a classroom,
sitting room, playroom etc. The work
Karen did during `summer camp' with
the children is still posted on the walls
- a rainbow of coloured handprints
with her beautiful poems about peace,
and peace-trees made of fingerprints
with more of her poetry, which is very
moving.
I was shown a drawing a little boy
had done on the whiteboard. The top
showed Israeli soldiers and helicopters
attacking a patch of green with trees "They are destroying our land so they

can build something of their own."
Next, a big Arab house being
demolished by a bulldozer. Next, little
stick-boys throwing stones. Then the
reprisal - soldiers and tanks shooting
at several kids. One lies dead and
bloody. At last, a crowd in a cemetery,
burying him. Over the top of it all I
wrote FEAR and drew arrows leading
down like an arc to both sides.
There was a map on the wall on
which I showed Karen where I used to
live. There were no Israeli place names,
just an empty shape. Actually this place
might be on another planet from Israel,
instead of barely a mile away. Karen
had no idea where Haifa is and only
knew the location of Netanya because
you can see its lights from her roof,
where Karen and I went to hang
washing, sit on a swing, and have a
brief respite. I could see the Wall,
stretching across the landscape like a
snake. There were streams of settlers'
cars heading inward across the border.
Any Israeli citizen other than soldiers
or settlers caught crossing into the

New women students' hostel at Tulkarem
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territories can be fined $5,000. (Lucky
the border guard didn't look me up on
the database.)

continued on next page
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Martyrs' Wall at An~Najah

Finally some activity was arranged
for me. Another Windows volunteer,
Emman, took me to three interesting
locations.1. Arab Women's Union, 2.

Boarding facility for mentally
handicapped kids, 3.the Orphanage. At
the first I made notes and promised to
try to contact some equivalent
organisation in the UK which might
exchange information with them about
the handicapped kids they care for. At
the second, the `top' group, who are
car)able of some lessons and can make
simple handicrafts, exchanged songs
with me. The teachers seemed both
dedicated and devoted. Boys must
leave at 12 but girls can stay on till
they're 22, helping out.
At the orphanage I met a middleaged man who agreed to me coming in
at 2 p.in. when the kids come back
from mainstream school. Meanwhile
Emman took me out for a stroll round
the town. She lives with her mother

love inevitably finds a way. The
Palestinian population is growing
faster than almost anywhere else in the
world.
Back at the oaphanage about twenty
boys of mixed ages awaited me. I read
one of my Magic Hare stories. My
mentor translated with great verve, and
at the end asked the boys what they'd
learnt from the story, making a lesson
out of what I'd intended as pure
entertainment. Once again I was struck
by how little fantasy they have in their
lives. If any children need to escape
into the world of the imagination, it's
these. "To have a brave heart", "To
conquer your fears" were the answers.
Then he gave them a lecture, making
my little tale into an allegory -the dark
forest around us, the need to pass
through it courageously. "With no
magic hare to help, we have to reach

(all her eight siblings are married).
She'd love to go to Ramallah (the Big

City) but her mum won't part with her.
I asked about the %z}.czb. She said it was

absolutely necessary in order to
discourage men. What would happen
if she took it off? "If you put a plate of
honey on this table, all the insects
would come to it." Boyfriends are not
allowed -even in Karen's family. But

4

Aziz's uncle (87) in Tulkarem Camp survivor Of the Tantura incident

the wide world on the other side..."
The awareness of the occupation is
omnipresent.
He told me he spent two years in jail
in the 80s for being in the PLO but has
now decided violent `actions' are
counterproductive. He said at least 5060% of palestinians feel the same (and
what of the rest?).

At the Windows Centre I met dayvisitors Yvonne and Ken Singer, UK
supporters of Windows. Due to their
efforts among Jews in the UK
sympathetic to the Palestinian cause,
no less than £25,000 has been raised
for Windows.
Aziz arrived to escort us to the
refugee camp where he and Mahmood,
his brother, live. It's much more
permanent-looking than the one I saw
in Gaza. The original refugees here
came from the coastal region. Aziz is
working on providing workshops to
alleviate the dire economic situation of
the young men, 80% of whom have no
work. UNWRA gives handouts but that
doesn't do much for morale.
Aziz has also seen the inside of an
Israeli jail, and told about brutal
interrogations and then release without
charge - quite a common story. Aziz
showed us the spot, outside a shop on
the main street, where a wanted man
was shot, together with four other
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unlucky bystanders. He also introduced
us to his uncle, now in his eighties, a
survivor of Tantura (where Kibbutz
Nachsholim is now). He was recently
called by an Israeli court to witness for
the defence in a libel case, brought
against an Israeli academic, Teddy
Katz, by the alleged perpetrators of a
mass killing in Tantura in May 1948,
but the old man was denied entry to
Israel and the academic lost his case.
We waited for our taxi in a very
colourful and cheerful barber's shop.
What struck me was the air of
normality, of life going on, even of
cheerfulness (all the children in my
photos are grinning). The whole We'§t
Bank is comparable to a big jail, but
within it some kind of deprived but
upbeat quotidian life is pursued.
Miriam's invitation came good and I
visited both the girls' and the boys'
high schools in the country village of
Saida, pop. 2,500, mainly farmers.
Families are very large - twelve kids
isn't unusual. Unemployment is high
and the village is poor. The girls'
school was decrepit, but about to be
rebuilt courtesy of the French

government. There's a lot of evidence
here of foreign governments as well as
NGOs lending support, especially
France, Italy, Belgium, Japan and
Sweden. Some think, though, that all

the flnancial and other aid is merely
reinforcing the occupation and
relieving the Israelis of their legal
obligation to look after the people they
occupy.
I was impressed in all the schools I
visited by the level of English teaching,

and by the fact that the text-books are
locally sourced and refer to Palestine
and not to Jordan as formerly. Several
teachers told me that education is the
`chief product' of occupied, povertystricken Palestine. "We must become
an educated people and send our
scholars world wide."
In every high school yard, every
campus and in every street are sunfaded posters of `the martyrs.'
Everyone the Israelis kill (fifteen
people, including two children, were
killed in November alone) are so
classified.
Many wield kalashnikovs .... Despite the fact that
everyone I met claimed to want only

quietly, he said, "Tell them. Tell them
we are victims of the Jews. They steal
our land. They steal our water. They
kill our children. Go home and tell
them we are suffering."
16-year-old Khadrah and I had a
very serious talk, about her experiences
in France with Seeds of peace, a multinational youth group. She isn't

prepared to yield an inch on the subject
of Israel. I pleaded that the Jews have
good reason to be hipped on security,
as they have never known any. ``If they
are afraid, if they are insecure," she
said, "they deserve it. I want them to
suffer as they make us suffer. I wish
they would all go." "But where? Those
who were born there are as sure it's
their country as you are." She was
merciless. "If they can create refugees,
they can be refugees." This, despite the
Israeli kids she met on the Seeds of
Peace trip. "I really liked them. But not
if they'll grow up to come here and kill
my children."
Next day I walked to school with
Khadrah and two cousins. Only a

peace, the removal of the occupiers,
and basic human rights in their own
country, this martyr cult still gives the
mess.z[ge o£ Dulce et decorum est pro
patria mori.
One night when Karen was laid low
with a virus, I offered to go out with
Ahmad and buy a take-away for dinner.
In the doorway of the KFC, a man

think Khadrah is quite brave to go
without, though Karen says it's not
mandatory. Between lessons, Wisam,
the English teacher, and I drank coffee.
I showed her my book .4/z.ce-a)/-

approached me. Without preamble, but

j4ccz.c7e77f and said it was a story that

handful of the girls don't wear fezj.c!Z). I

Jaser cund Karen
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couldn't happen here, being about the
child of a single parent. That triggered
an intense exchange about the virtues
of Islam, where the Prophet's rules
absolutely prohibit and thereby
virtually preclude any sexual deviation
from strict chastity outside marriage.
She thought stoning to death not at all
more than adulterers deserve - she
called it `a terrible crime' and could
hardly believe that in the UK there is
no law against it.
On the Sabbath we took off e#
/c7777z.//e in Jaser' s battered fami truck to
visit his piece of land. We drove out on

the hills, raw, barren, strewn with rocks
- the West Bank. We bumped off the
road onto a cart-track and at once Jaser
stopped. His way was blocked by big
rocks, recently deposited across the
track, which led nowhere but a couple

of remote fans.
Who does that? ``Probably settlers."
The hatred for the settlers simmers,
always, just under the surface. The fact
that they've taken over most of the
West Bank's water hasn't helped.
Luckily for Tulkarem they have seven
wells inside the city boundaries, but in
other places water is trucked in once a
week.
The seven years between the two
intifadas were the best years for Jaser's
business. The closure has brought
economic disaster. Goods and produce
can come across the line from Israel to
here but not the other way, i.e. Jews are
not losing out. I asked who'd suffer
most from a boycott of Israeli goods.
He said, the Jews. So why not have

one? Because these goods can't be
produced here. Clearly no one is

prepared to make the kind of sacrifice
that would be needed. Jaser added
Palestinians desperate enough still go

across to work, even though if they're
caught they risk jail (their Jewish
employers only get a fine).
Out shopping next day we met a
Scandinavian woman called Anna.
She's involved in teaching `protest'
English to Palestinians in informal gettogethers in private homes. I asked if I
could come to that day's meeting.

When I got there, Anna was pinning
big sheets of paper on the walls with
long lists of words by means of which
her students could express their
victimhood: annexation, struggle,
comiption, cheap labour, occupation all emotive terms here.
As an exercise we were all asked to
give reasons why Israel would want to
occupy the West Bank. The usual ones
are, of course, land, water, ultimately

getting rid of the inhabitants. All fimily
believe the Israelis have intended to
take over the whole West Bank from
the beginning. I added religion, which
seemed to surprise them. One woman
talked passionately for five minutes
about the devastation of her home by
Israelis who evacuated the owners and
then shot the whole place up inside.
Anna told me there are over 900
registered organisations working in
Palestine - many overlaps and much
waste. That thirty-six major water
sources will be on the wrong side of
the wall. That 130,000 olive trees have

been cut-off from Palestine by the wall,
102,000 grubbed up and sold to the
settlements and others just destroyed.
She added that at the village of Abu
Deis, split by the wall, 46% of their
land has been taken for settlements and
roads. West Bankers face the prospect
of, at best, twenty-four `Bantustans',
more settler-roads, and there is even
talk of tunnels, which when completed
would give the Arabs their only means
of getting from place to place. Each
could be closed by a single jeep across
the entrances. All this is aimed at
rendering a coherent, runnable
Palestinian state impossible. True or
not, all this is emblematic of what
keeps the Palestinians in an underlying
state of pessimism and anger.
We were asked at the end of the
lesson to come up with one heartening
piece of news or incident. Nobody
could, except me - I cited the election
of Amir Peretz to the Labour Party
leadership
I'd been invited to visit two
universities. On the way to Nablus we
were stopped at a `flying checkpoint'.
One man got out of our taxi-bus for a
smoke and I followed and took a quick
photo of the soldiers and the line of
taxis and trucks. My host hailed me
back crossly. "Don't take photos!
You'1l get your camera confiscated and
we could get held up for hours." The
roads are a mix of `settler' tamac, and
bumpy unmade `Palestinian' roads. We
passed through small towns and
smaller villages, some smothered in a

pall of dust from the huge quarries and

Khadrah (unveiled) and cousin in school uniferm
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Karen and kids at Megaland

stone works, which work constantly on
settlement building.

At the main "c7cdso" we passed
through iron revolving gates, women
one side, men the other. We then
walked a short distance to where a
mass of yellow Nablus taxis waited for
custom. This taxi went like a bat out of
hell to make up lost time. The campus
at An-Najah is built on a hill. Between
17,000 and 20,000 students flowed
through the buildings and across the
open spaces - Palestine's future
exports . . .

I was taken to a journalism class about forty men and women students. I
talked about my ITN experience and
(as instructed) went on to talk about
writing for children. (I recommended
some element of escapism, fun and
fantasy). This constituted my day's
work, but the lively P.R. department
sent me to inspect a children's centre
in the Askar refugee camp.
The Centre, paid for by sympathisers
abroad, was like a daffodil on a dungheap. Outside is a garden with
playground, sandpit, a fountain, and a
small amphitheatre, all brightly
painted, and even a little patch of lawn.
A group of Swedish supporters was
being entertained. I was then escorted
round the camp. It's much worse than
Tulkarem, because, for some reason,
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UNRWA doesn't reco``gni'se it, so the
residents don't get anything from them.
Thus they have no clinic, no school, no
real infrastructure. It is dirt poor and
desperately crowded - alleys between
buildings so naITow the local saying is
that when someone dies, you can't
cany the body out.
The original refugees came from
Jaffa, Lod and other places, to the `old'
Askar, which eventually overflowed
into the new one. There have been IDF
incursions by land and from the air,
including missiles fired from
helicopters into the heart of the camp.
Kids walking the 2 kin. in the open to
school in the old Askar have been fired
on.. I was shown a spot where two
`waker-uppers' (men who go from

house to house at Ramadan to wake
people so they can eat before the fast)
were shot dead by soldiers during
Ramadan two years ago.
Of course all this stress tells.
Visiting the local hospital with Karen,
I learnt that the incidence of the
following ailments has enormously
increased among the population since
the second intifada began: brain
cancer, liver and kidney failure,
diabetes,
high
blood
pressure,
depression, schizophrenia, and strokes.
My day at the American-Arab
University near Jenin started with a

6.30 pick-up for a journey that under
normal circumstances should take
about forty minutes. First, we met a
roadblock -an army vehicle across half
the road and a spike-bar across the
other half. No ID check, no option but
to turn back. The driver found an
unpaved, bumpy track through a
valley, farms and villages, at one of
which we picked up a student who
caused a stir by announcing there were
soldiers and tanks in the village near
the university. In passing through it,
we did see several of the armoured
trucks (no tanks) but we weren't
stopped.
Eventually, after 1]/2 hours, we
reached the beautiful new campus.
This is a private institution, fee-paying,
and much smaller than An-Najah.
Cindy Mizyed, another American
woman married to an Arab, welcomed
me and I spent the moming in her
linguistics class and two language
classes of Dr. Martin Potter, a Briton
who'd answered an ad on a website to
get the job.
I answered earnest educational
questions about the theory of writing
which I found quite difficult. The
emphasis here is always on fact,
structure, foml etc. One of the Swedes
at Askar, an educator, was outspoken

continued on next page
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about the weaknesses of the system,
claiming there is too much formalism,
far too many tests, and not enough
freedom for mental expansion and
questioning and (by implication)
creativity. The inspirational or personal
side seems to be marginal, but the
students were intrigued by my actual
books and asked about how I would
teach creative writing.
Cindy and I and two Palestinian
professors then repaired to Martin's
office for the usual luscious spread.
While we were eating, Martin and an
American called Dean came in, both
upset. It seemed the `trouble' in the
village had resulted in rumours of a

young man getting shot and bulldozers
poised to demolish his house. This had
aroused the more militant students plus, I gathered, hothead outsiders -to
call a stoppage of all classes. Dean's
and Martin's classes had been invaded
by at first small groups of these youths,
and then, when the professors ejected
them, and tried to continue lessons, by
larger groups who simply herded the
students out. Martin was furious and
said foreign teachers wouldn't stand
for intimidation in their own
classrooms and would pack up and
leave rather than put up with it,
depriving the university of their muchneeded services. If, as the Palestinians
believe, the Israelis are trying to
prevent Palestinians from becoming
`an educated people', such activities
seem counterproductive. But the
Palestinian professors pleaded that the
students needed a safety-valve for their
frustrations.
Obviously my afternoon meeting
with the English Club was cancelled.
In fact, the head of the students' union
interrupted our lunch to tell us
apologetically that we should leave the
building, which was about to be locked
- the dean had, it seems, meekly
handed over the keys to the `strikers'.
We pushed our way out through a
crowd of angry young men, and Cindy
and I set off in her car. On the way to
her house we passed through the
village and saw a crowd of local men
standing at a distance watching the
scene across a ploughed field where
armoured vehicles and a bulldozer
were poised as if for some demolition
exercise.
I was driven back to Tulkarem in the
car of Cindy's husband, with her and
her kids in the back seat. It was very
difficult, and, for me, embarrassing.
On our way in that morning, our
`service' had had to overcome two

large humps of earth thrown up to
block the road. On our way back we
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Jaser's way to his land blocked by rocks

found this place completely blocked
by a big loITy which had got itself stuck
on the first of the humps. We backed
off and drove by a roundabout way,
using farm tracks.
E77 ro#/e we encountered three more
roadblocks, the last of which had just

been thrown up - we met the army
bulldozer backing out and had to move
aside for it. Cindy's husband, who'd
been patience itself until then ("This is
the life we have, one can only laugh")
lost his temper. "They say we teach
hate in our schools," he stormed. "We
don't need to teach it! You live here,
you hate them, you hate the ground
they walk on, the sky over their heads ! "
I left the next day for Jerusalem,
after fond farewells. My `service' used
one of the big new `settler roads' and
thus I was afforded a good view of
some of the bigger settlements. They
looked huge, solid and pemanent, and
not as if anybody had any intention of
dismantling them, ever.
At Kalandia checkpoint I left my
West Bank vehicle and took another
taxi to Arab East Jerusalem. From there
I hailed a taxi-special. The Arab driver
took me into the familiar streets of
West Jerusalem, but we couldn't find
my destination. The driver did his best

for me but the traffic was fierce.
Pulling up to phone my Israeli host, he
was assailed by a furious fellow who
started raging at him to move on. I put
my hand out of the window and
touched this man in a misguided effort

to soothe him. He struck my hand away
angrily and cursed me out, telling me
next time to take a Jewish cab.
Could he have sensed where I'd
come from, and how it had affected
me? Or is this the New Jerusalem,
filled with tension and toxic with the
underlying knowledge that they are
standing on a quivering bog of
insecurity and error? I

Poem written by Karen
The world refuses to hear our voices
that rise up in the air.
Shouts Of protest
Cries i;or help
Sobs Of pain

Shrieks Of f ear
Yes, fear, the worst sound of all, for it
immobilizes us.

It prevents us from living, planning
and most of all hoping.
Life without hope leads to desperation.
A desperate person is a dangerous
Person.

Dangerous to himself and to others.
He causes devastation and destruction.
Loss Of trust and loss Of life.
All for want Of someone to listen
And make him feel wortky Of
benevolence and humanity.

© Lynne Reid Banks, January 2006.

jl4:4NIV4 has commissioned a number
of responses to this account. They will
appearinA4AV\AVNA92.
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how badly the Jewish settlers behaved
towards the indigenous population,
`infringing Arab boundaries, resorting
-'I..I"-

to
violence
and treating their
neighbours with contempt' that he
feared the outcome should Jews ever
become the majority in the land and
concluded with the Talmudic plaint
`Let the messiah come and let me not

Bauid B. S®ld®®rg

[live to] see it.' The realisation of one's
hopes sometimes turns out to be more
tangled and painful than the failure to
realise them.
Israel's immediate and short term

MEANWH LE, BACK IN
THE DIASPORA
David J Goldberg
Ivieicf mo%£fe sees ffecpwbJz.c¢/I.o# a/The Divided Self: Israel and the Jewish

PaycheTodery by David I Goldberg. Rabbi Da[vid Goldberg, a graduate of the
Leo Baeck College, is Rabbi Emeritus of the Liberal Jewish Synagogue in St
John's Wood, London. He is renowned fior the brilliance of his writing and his
outspoken views. Penguin published his To The Promised Li\nd.. a History o£
ZirowistThoughi in 1996. His new volume will be published in hardback by
I.8. Tauris at £18.99. The fiollowing is a characteristic extract.

prospects are not encouraging.
Whichever Palestinian leadership
emerges in the post-Arafat era, the
starting
point
for
Palestinian
negotiators whenever talks resume will
be what was so nearly achieved at Taba
in 2001 with regard to return of most
of the West Bank, the final status of
Jerusalem, and a mutually acceptable
resolution of the refugee problem. A
Likud-led government will insist on
negotiating from its own, less
forthcoming blueprint. Meanwhile,
waiting in the wings to obstruct
progress and capitalise on any impasse
will be the radical Islamic factions bent
on Israel's destruction and the Greater
Israel fundamentalists determined to
stay in their settlements, come what
may. Israel's population is pessimistic,
low on morale, and deeply divided.
Sober analysts debate the possibility of
civil war should settlements in Judea
and Samaria be dismantled as were
those in Gaza; settler groups had
already warned Sharon that he would

suffer Rabin's fate if a West Bank pull-

villing to accept that bearing

M)ST DIASPORA
he brunt of anti-Israel
JEWS ARE
criticism is the price they pay for supporting the right of a Jewish state to exist
within secure, internationally recognised borders. Jewish nationalism is no
less defensible than any other recognisable national movement, possibly more
so, given the circumstances in which the
state of Israel came into being. But,
sixty years after the Holocaust, Israel
can no longer claim `special case' status
to justify repression of Palestinian
national aspirations, or `historical right'
(whatever that means) to defend retention of biblical territory captured in war.
It affronts Jews, with their memories of
persecution, when phrases like `settler
regime' or `Bantustan policies' are used
to describe lsrael's administration of the
Territories. Israel is a democracy, her
supporters never tire of pointing out, the
only one in the Middle East. But since
1967 she has been a fJerre73vo/fr
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democracy (the temi coined to describe
SouthAfricaunderApartheid),inwhich
one group of subjects, the Israeli
citizens, enjoys full rights while a
disenfranchised group, the Palestinians,
enjoys none of any significance.
It is in the field of civil rights that
Diaspora support for Israel is stretched
most tautly. One of the reasons for
choosing to remain in the Diaspora
rather than responding to the Zionist
challenge is the civic liberty Jews take
for granted in all free societies.
Equality under the law is the
comerstone of democracy. When that
principle is not applied to I,850,000

Arabs under Israeli occupation, the
Diaspora Jew is hard put to defend the
abuse and deprivation of Palestinian
rights when Israeli settlers, living
illegally on their land, enjoy the full
protection of Israeli law. Over a
century ago, on a visit to Palestine,
Acbad Ha-Am, Zionism's most
enduring writer, was so distressed at

out occurs. In November 2005,
frustrated by the intransigence of rightwing supporters, Sharon left the Likud

party, to form his own, more centrist
one. He was joined, of course, by
Shimon Peres. Two politicians with a
combined age of 160 years uniting
under the banner of a party called
`Forward' suggests that Israelis might
have a sense of humour, after all. Since
Sharon's grave stroke, opinion polls
predict
yet
another
coalition
government. By its very nature, the
most that any National Unity

government can achieve is to put a
brake on extremist excesses, but
otherwise it is designed to hamstring
all but the most cautious initiatives.
The despair and sense of drift, except
among those with their own baneful
agenda, calls to mind the lines of W 8
Yeats: `The best lack all conviction,
while the worst / Are full of passionate
intensity.,
The Diaspora, by contrast, is
flourishing. Statisticians and the
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religiously Orthodox point out an
elderly average age, birth rates below
the national averages in the West, and
intermarriage running at around fifty
per cent in America and Europe. In
common with most mainstream
religious denominations in the West,
organised worship is in decline. Few
Jews attend services on a regular basis
and the ancient tenets of the faith, from
not eating forbidden food to `marrying
out', are observed only by the tiny
Orthodox minority who warn
apocalyptically that assimilation will
complete the work of Hitler. But their
definition of Jewish status is the
increasingly inoperable one of having
a Jewish mother, or having converted
to Judaism under the auspices of a
recognised (i.e. Orthodox) Rabbinic
Board. In Israel too, where the
overwhelmingly secular majority have
their personal status determined by
Orthodox criteria, it is no longer
possible to hold the traditional line. At
a conservative estimate, 250,000 of the
Russian immigrants over the last two
decades do not confomi to the fecz/crkfez.c

definition of being Jewish. One of the
reasons why non-Orthodox Judaism,
which 90 per cent of synagogueaffiliated Jews in America belong to, is

was unimaginable in the heyday of the
nation-state, when Zionism first
conceived the notion of transplanting
the downtrodden Jewish masses of the
Russian Empire to a rebuilt homeland
in Palestine. Migration is the standard
response to social and economic

pressures, which is why there are now
sizeable Filipino and Turkish diasporas
in the labour force of every European
and Asian city and workers from
eastern Europe are doing the menial
jobs in affluent economies. In Israel, as
waiters in cafes and on building sites,
Rumanians and Ukrainians have
replaced the Palestinians barred since
I:he intif ada.
As always throughout history,
Diaspora Jews are adapting to novel
circumstances and responding to
changing times. Two thousand years
of powerlessness have honed their
antennae to detect where self-interest
lies, what is or is not attainable and
how far to adjust in order to persevere.
The experience acquired over two and
a half millennia of leaning to live
circumspectly among more numerous
and powerful neighbours is a surer

guarantee of survival than the
triumphalist illusions of a mere fiftyodd years of statehood. In 1967, with
stunning victory in the Six Day War,
the Zionist construct of the new,
different, independent and powerful
Jew reached its apotheosis. But, as
Israel has discovered since, power
brings its own constraints, no less than
powerlessness. As she has tried to cope
with the problems of ruling over a
resentful, dispossessed people, the contrast between those Jewish qualities

nurtured by two thousand years of
marginalised Diaspora existence
without a homeland and the grubby
realities of maintaining an embattled
Jewish state has become starker. Certainly, what Israel's constant inability
to come to terms with the limitations
of military power when dealing with
her neighbours does demonstrate is that
the historic Diaspora techniques of
adjustment, flexibility, wariness and
accommodation were not such
contemptible stratagems, after all.
The State of Israel could learn much
from a proper application of the lessons

of Diaspora history .

growing steadily in Israel and
elsewhere in the Diaspora is because it
makes conversion to Judaism easier
and has a welcoming approach to
mixed-faith couples and their children.
Religious practice may be waning in
the Diaspora, but ethnicity is in vogue,
from wearing knitted skull caps to

playing fa/ez"er music at weddings.
Jewish cultural activity is lively and
varied. In contemporary society, where
religion is a matter of personal profession, the Diaspora Jew picks and
chooses what to practise. As belief has
lost its hold, Jews have found compensation in `tradition', meaning a
nostalgic fondness for the customs of
their forebears, whether in studying
Yiddish or dancing the feort2. In the

fluid world of mass communication,
global markets and multinational corporations, Jewish personnel move
around the big cities, meet partners of
different nationalities and faiths, and,
if so inclined, make contact with the
local community. Expatriate Jews are
a standard component of synagogue
membership in Europe's major commercial centres. They turn up in less
likely places, too. In Cuzco, on the
Inca Trail, there is a Jewish delicatessen, run by Israelis. Nowadays, there
are as many Israelis in New York and
Los Angeles as in Tel-Aviv.
Such mobility and ease of movement
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DRAWING THE LINE
We were recently sent `A Little Kosher Whine' by Jeremy Gerlis
(www.kosherwhine.com) for review (Vallentine Mitchell, London, 2005, pp 103, pb,
£9.95). Not only did we think that readers would like to judge for themselves but we were
also reminded of Gerlis' predecessor at the Jewz.sfe Cfero#z.cJc Harry BIacker/Nero. Four of
Gerlis' /Ier4;I.sfe Cfero%z.c/c cartoons fouow -plus four reminders of Nero.
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. . . and in recognition,Of the work done in this

community by our rabbi, ten trees have been
uprooted in his name in Israel !
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whole of the West Indies flowed
through my office. They were
wonderful people, put us all on a plane
for free, and sent us to the sceptred isle
of Barbados, where Jews had first
settled about the same time as Jews resettled in Britain, 350 years ago.
In some miraculous way I found
myself, as time went on, adviser to
nearly all the Commonwealth
Caribbean governments and Prime
Ministers. I tell of an early experience:
"There is something rather romantic,

I GOT MYSELF A LIFE
Aubrey Rose
Aubrey Rose is one Of those veterans of Jewish life we sadly take fior grunted.
When he told me about his autobiography, I couldn't quite inagine what it
would be about. So I asked him fior a synopsis and this is what he wrote. Why
on earth do we take the remarkal)le people in our midst f;or granted? Wh:y do we
insist that tl.ere are only remarkable people in past generations? - Editor

said the Editor. I went home
words.
WRITEand
MEwrote
1500 1500
WORDS",
Reminded me of the start of my book,
The Rainbow Never Ends. How drid 1
start? Like this:
"I

walked

into

a bookshop.

Hundreds of books, all crisp and

gleaming, sat there, waiting to be
read. The top twenty best-sellers were
arrayed in all their glory. What had
got into my publisher's mind when
he suggested I write the story of my
life? How could I compete with all
these popular and popularised names?
I had not been involved in any
scandal. I had not resigned from the
Cabinet. Although I had been on TV
and radio at odd times, usually to do
with ecology or race relations, or
nothing in particular, I doubt if any
viewer or listener ever remembered
my distinguished contribution. In fact
I agreed with the rabbi who prayed to
the Lord not to make him famous".

Still, people had said nice things

about my other books. Of my law book,
Lord Woolf wrote about the
understanding shown by my partners.
Osmond and Gaunt, fine, learned
fellows, like their successors, had been
dead for years, and I kept feeling my

pulse. In fact, Martyn Go ff, who ran
the Man Booker Prize, wrote that he
could see reviewers saying it "knocks
John Mortimer into a cocked hat". Of
another book, Sir Martin Gilbert, who
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has himself written a whole library,
exclaimed: "I don't think I have ever
read a book with such an incredible
sense of immediacy". Sounds lovely,
but do tell, what does he mean?
Like many, my parents came here
from East Europe. I was raised, along
with Harry Blacker, Rabbi Blue, and a
host of others, in the lower depths of
London's East End. Inevitably, I
describe my Stepney upbringing.
Years later I had risen to Monken
Hadley, Bamet way, the eminence that
looks down on the metropolis, the
highest point, it is claimed, in a straight
line between London and York. How
do they know? Has anybody ever done
the journey in a straight line? Unlikely.
Even a crow would get tired.
Betweer\ les bas fonds juifs a;nd
Georgian Hadley, surrounded by its
memories of Trollope, Thackeray,
Livingstone - David that is - even
General Booth of the Salvation Army,
I had enjoyed a wonderful life, with a
wonderful wife, children, grandchildren, and, above all, what Jewish
immigrants and their offspring gve//ec7
in, opportunity. Britain may not have

beguiling, about the Caribbean
beaches. The sand is soft and warm,
sea as gentle as a baby, but incredibly
blue and turquoise, palm-trees wave
listlessly beneath a perfect azure sky,
untouched by human hand, a scene of
picture-book peace or, better still, a
travel agent's idea of heaven.
Tbe Prime Minister was holding a
Cabinet meeting on the beach, or so I
understood. There were about ten of
us, including a Q.C. flown in from
England, and some matter of great
import was being discussed, which of
course cannot be revealed.
What a brilliant thought, to
abandon his offlce across the way,
and assemble us in comfort, while
chickens and other delicacies were
turning and turning on a nearby
barbecue.
The P.M. called over the owner of
the establishment and advised him
not to let his guests sit right below the
palms in case a coconut descended on
the head of some unsuspecting
holiday-maker.
The P.M. had not only invited me
to sit in on the deliberations, but to

bring with me my wife and two young
sons, the latter busy with cricket bats
and balls, and also our l8-month old
daughter".

Thus began a love-affair between me
and the Caribbean. On one visit, an
e"z.72e77ce #oz.re threw his arms around

me with the words, ``Aubrey, welcome
home"!

There were other homes, spiritual,
national homes.
Back in Redmans Road E1, Rabbi
Goldblum taught Hebrew by the Ji/rz.f
B'Jvrz.Z method. No English to be
spoken, only Hebrew. There were long
silences. The Second World War

outbreak was a deliberate attempt to
undermine my Bczrmz./zvcz¢. Everything

had to be arranged hastily, and I sang
my way through it all in a cJzczssz.c7iscfee

been a GOJde72e jl4edz.#czfe but, without

s/I.ez7e/ in Stamford Hill, still the Mecca
of true believers.

doubt, it was a land of opportunity.
The law claimed me. At twenty-five
I was the proud possessor of a chair
and a desk, few clients, but one
employee. He had come from Trinidad,
and, before I knew where I was, the

As the years rolled on, I was caught
up in campaigns for human rights, for
the environment, for race relations, for
justice, for our community, for Israel.
I dealt with the first kidnapping case
in British history. It was a bizarre affair
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that exposed, to me at least, the
deficiencies of our criminal justice
system. I have been fighting to this day
to get it changed, radically. Instead of
`justice, justice, shalt thou pursue', it is
`law, law shalt thou pursue'.
Does anyone remember the `Cause

for Concem' TV programmes, chaired
by ice-cool Magnus Magnusson? I
spent two hours on live TV arguing the
toss with Sir Robert Mark and others.
If `immediacy' means anything, this
was it, a raw, fervent confrontation in
the flesh. Now all past history. I quote:
"A short time after the showing of
`Cause for Concem', Sheila, sons and

I were wandering through Brittany,
the Celtic fringe of France, land of
crGpeLf, c7"s/czces and cz.c7re. Ambling

lazily along the front in a tiny but
picturesque
seaside,
a
couple
hesitatingly approached us.
`1 know you', said the man, `1 saw
you on television'. It made my day!"

frontier with Lebanon when we had a
puncture. No surprise to me after the
rock-strewn hillsides over which our
jeep had clambered. We got out while
the ranger fixed the tyre.
A beautiful small yellow flower, a
kind of miniature orchid, swung in
the breeze on the edge of a long thin
stem. Suddenly I let out a yell of
excitement. There, just below the
flower, a spider spun her web.
Nothing unusual except that the
spider was all sunshine yellow, every
part of it, precisely the same shade as
the flower. This is the kind of
excitement a visit to any one of
Israel's 300 of more Nature Reserves
is likely to produce."

Strange things happened to me all
the time. The unexpected became the
norm. What genie had been let out of a
bottle destined to pull me in a million
directions? I had helped some
Muslims. Result, invited to Paris and

It was inevitable that I became an
advocate in the
1981
Scarman

Tribunal. What a man he was.

"On the moming of the opening

day I reached the specially-equipped
town hall very early. I was fascinated
to find that almost the only other

person present was Lord Scarman
himself. He had come at such a time
to make sure all was in order for the
representatives and witnesses and that
they had all the facilities they
required. That was the mark of this
remarkable man, whom I came to
know better on later occasions.
He was the epitome of a term now
sadly
in
disuse,
an
English

gentleman. Here was courtesy itself,
keeping calm, even when provoked
by heated remarks, or belligerent
questioning of witnesses. His utter
integrity and independence of mind
struck me forcibly."
I had become a Depz{c7czc7o in 1954, a

member of the Board of Deputies, our
representative body, founded in 1760.
I loved the characters around me, jovial
Sammy (Lord) Fisher, Bamett (Lord)
Janner, who had a strange difficulty in
finishing a sentence, with a maze or
warren of qualifying clauses, and his
ebullient perpefa/#m "obz./e son
Greville (Lord) Janner. I describe them
all and my work as Senior Vice
President and Defence Chairman.
I loved Arieh Handler, who has just
made czdyc7fe at the age of 90, a dear

man, with a heart of gold, Mizrachi
and Bnei Akiva. He and I led what we
then called `missions to Israel'. Later,

when I established the Jewish Working
Group on the Environment, we
wandered all over Israel's fine Nature
Reserves. I remember one visit.
"We were driving along the
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Commonwealth
Human
Rights
Initiative, main NGO for its 53
countries, advised the Cormonwealth
Institute, and helped establish the
Commonwealth Jewish Council, a
brilliant creative act by Greville
Janner. Like one big thirty-strong
wz.sApcrc¢c!fe, each community helped

others in so many ways.
I got caught out once. Malta wanted
someone to lead their New Year
services. Inexplicably, I raised my
hand. That was it. I found myself
standing on a Bz."cz¢, dressed in a long
white kz./Zc/, and for hour after hour
intoned our tuneful and solemn chants.
The things that happened to me. After
a three-month drought on the island,
our evocative Ko/ IVz.dre melody
suddenly
produced
a
massive
downpour. I became the rainmaker.
.Nothing like this ever happened to me
at my synagogue in Alyth Gardens,
blessed as it is with an abundance of
sweet singers in Israel.
Another
Mediterranean
land
beckoned, Spain. In 1992 I led the
British Jewish delegation to the
commemoration of the 1492 expulsion.
One event touched me:
"We had driven through Spain,

Meeting HM The Queen

given Certificate as `Ambassador for
Islam'. Two hundred thousand black
Christians in the UK requested me to
become their President. I declined,
politely, stating that it was a long time
since a Jew was head of a church. So

the Archbishop of canterbury and I are
their Patrons to this day.
With dear Pranlal Sheth we created
a partnership between the Jewish and
Indian communities in the UK. A
Home Office Minister quizzed me and
decided I would do, so I became
Commissioner Aubrey
at the
Commission for Racial Equality, later
its Deputy Chairman. They still find it
hard to see Jews as a minority. Maybe
we have integrated so successfully.
All these comings and going, and
many others, I describe in this Rainbow
book. One man walked into my office.
As a result I became an activist at the
heart of the campaign to establish the
National Lottery. Denis Vaughan
created our National Lottery. I worked
closely with him, with Lord (Michael)

Birkett, and a galaxy of wonderful men
- barely a woman - in getting the
Lottery onto its feet.
Then there was the Commonwealth.
I was immersed in it, helped found the

stayed awhile in Madrid, and of
course looked at the Goyas in the
Prado. We were due to go on to
Cordoba, Granada, and the south. For
the moment we drove from Madrid to
the great events to be unfolded in
Toledo, and what did we see a few
miles short of that city? We looked
up, and there strung bigh up for all to
see, was a banner with the words
`Jewish people forgive us' . I wals so

moved. In the centre of Toledo we
were handed pamphlets by the Toledo
Christian Centre welcoming us
" Pueblo Judio -Shalom! " .

The pamphlet too had moving words,
"Five centuries have gone, and you

are back for a commemoration. We
cannot change the past, but we want
you at this very day to forgive us.
Welcome. We have a debt toward you,
a big debt, and we want to pay with a
constant demonstration of love".

So many events, happenings, people,
places. I could go on and on, but then
our esteemed Editor - and he deserves
our esteem - will have no room for
other contributions.
All I can say about the book is, don't
just borrow it from the library, go out

and buy it - it pays better - and my
splendid and discerning publisher will
bless you. I also won't mind .
AUBREY ROSE, CBE ;.s reurczr4czb/e. ffjs
cz2tJobz.ograpAy The Rainbow Never Ends I.s

published by Lennard Publishing, Harpenden,
Herts, ISBN I 85291 149 2, £9.99.
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Q; Your middle name isn't exactly
middle England. What are your
origins?
A: It is a family middle name, which
was originally the first part of a
hyphenated surname AnidjarRomain. It got lopped off because
it was too long-winded and nobody
could spell it properly anyway. It
reflects the Sepfoczrdz. roots of the

family, being Arabic for `AlNajara': from Najara in Castille.
We left Spain in 1492, went to
Morocco, crossed over to Gibraltar,
and then came to England - on
board HMS Victory as it happens in 1781.

Q.. When did the rabbinate emerge as
a chosen profession and wky?
A: I wanted to be a rabbi from a fairly
young age. I cannot date the exact
moment when the thought first
arose, but it was already formed by
the time I was twelve. It was a
mixture of the selfish and altruistic:
both a career that I would enjoy,
and a way of spending one's life
that might be of use to others.
Q.. You are married to a rabbi. Pure
chance or a Leo Baeck College
`shidduch'?

A: Sybil and I met at Leo Baeck, but
did not actually go out together for
the first three years. Then we
suddenly seemed to notice each
other and...

BARRY HYVAN
IN CONVERSATION WITH

JONATHAN
ANIDJAR ROAAAIN
MBE, BA, PhD
RABBI, AUTHOR AND BROADCASTER

Q; Is it all shop talk at home?
A: Quite a lot, but then we both thoroughly enjoy ourjobs, so it's more
like chatting about a shared hobby.
Q; You have written/edited several
books. Does this come easily or is it
anguish?
A: I have always been a scribbler, and
started writing regular articles for a
children's magazine from the age
of ten or eleven. There is an
element of `1 write, therefore I
exist', but it is also simply
something that I enjoy hugely.

Q.. You are a `media rabbi' and first
call i;or many journalists. How did
this come about?
A: I suppose I have always seen my
`congregation' as British Jewry
rather than just Maidenhead, and so
the media was the best way of
addressing thousands of people at
once, be it through newspapers,
radio or television. I enjoy all three.
Q.. Your community was tiny when you
joined it. It now rmmbers 2,000
adults and children. How did you
do that?
A: I launched, and still maintain, a
very persistent outreach campaign.
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Step one was to identify unafflliated Jews in the area. Step two was
to visit them and persuade them
that the synagogue had something
positive to offer them. Once I was
in their front living room, I didr't
leave till I had their membership
form. It sounds simple, but the real
ingredients are hard work combined with a passionate belief that
they would be happier as members
than as non-members.
Q.. Why your deep commitment to
support for Jews in a mixed

marriage?
A: Two things seem crystal clear to
me. First, that most Jews who fall
in love with a non-Jew still value
their Jewish identity, and so for
them malTying out is not dropping
out. They will only be lost to the
community if we reject them.
Secondly, with up to 50 per cent of

Jews who many today manying
non-Jewish partners, the community
simply cannot afford to lose so
many of the younger generation, as
well as their future children.
Q.. Is it possible to be too welcoming
to non-Jewish partners, which
some people see as dilution?
A: Jews marry out because they mix
with non-Jews. Those who work

together by day play together by
night. It has everything to do with
sociology and nothing to do with
rabbinic sermons. But if we reject
the non-Jewish partner, we lose the
Jew too, so we need to welcome
both, offering conversion for those
who so wish, and accepting as they
are those who do not want to
convert.
Q: Four sons. Any Of them following in
f ather's -or mother's -f ;ootsteps?
A: Not in terms of a rabbinic career,
but hopefully our Jewish identity
and values have rubbed off. But ask
me again in thirty years time.
Q..The cross community Jewish
Primary Schools - Akiva, Clore
Shalom, Clore Tikva - are hagely
successful, but you have been less
than enthusiastic. Wky?
A: I have no doubt there are some very
good faith schools, including these,
but the overall idea of separating
children and their families into
Jewish, Muslim, Sikh, Catholic and
other schools seems wrong for
Britain as a whole. It will produce a
more fragmented society. Schools
should build bridges not erect
baITiers.

Q: If you had not been a rabbi, what
other career path might you have

followed?
A: I never really doubted I would be
anything but a rabbi, although initially I thought I would be more on
the academic side. It was only when
I got thrown into congregational
work as a student rabbi that I found
I enjoyed it thoroughly.
Q.. Assuming any leisure time, what do
you use it for?
A: Tennis in the summer and walking
the dogs daily. I recently rediscovered a much earlier passion for
football matches through going
with my sons.
Q; Any f;avourite books, films, music?
A: I tend only to read as background
research for a book or article I'm
doing. Almost never watch television, but do listen to Radio 4 a
lot.

Q.. Is there any particular rabbi in our
Movement or beyond you fiound
particularly
helpful
or
inspirational?
A: Hugo Gryn, for his common-sense
approach to community life and for
always trying to put individuals
before ideology .
BARR:y HYMAII is Vice President Of Radlett
& Bushey Reform Synagogue and former PR
consultant to RSGB.
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ivl%NINIA
ESSAIY
A NEW GERMAN JEWRY
IS TAKING SHAPE
The Essay which f;o[lows was written fior the Biemj,al
Corference Of the European Region Of the World Union for
Progressive Judaism. The Conference , the first intenational
corference Of Progressive Jews to be held in Germany since the
Second TWorld Tmar, took place in Hanover in March 2006.

Julius Schoeps
sense to talk about a "GemanBEFORE
Jewish
1933,
legacy"
IT STILL
with regard
MADE
to
German Jewry. Those who called
themselves German Jews were sure, or
at least presumed, that they possessed
a specific identity, drawn on the one
hand from a sense of belonging in
Judaism and on the other from the
language and culture of their
environment. Jews did not see
themselves as Jews in Germany, but
rather as German Jews.
Those who considered themselves
to be German Jews in Germany before
1933 had very paricular ideas of who
they were and a pretty clear notion as
to how their identity was to be
understood. Concisely put, someone
was a German Jew when he embraced
his Jewish background, spoke Geman,
thought in German, and did not
significantly differ in outward
appearance and manner from the
surrounding populace. Those meeting
these criteria were German Jews.
For the major.ity of the Jewish
population, the label "Gemian citizen
MANNA SPPllNG 2006

of the Jewish faith" (Deutsche
Staatsbtrger jtidischen Glaubens) was
the result of a complicated innerJewish debate process about whether
to call oneself a "Jew in Germany" or a
"German Jew." With the creation of
the German empire, the introduction of
general suffrage, the acceptance of
religious freedom and the end of
official discrimination, it was felt that
the decades-long emancipation process
had come to an end and that Jews had
gained the right to be accepted at least
as German citizens, if not as Germans.
If a German Jew before 1933 had
been asked for his personal definition
of the German-Jewish legacy, he would
have probably shaken his head in
astonishment. German Jews would not
have had any problems relating to their
self-perception and did not doubt their
German-ness. They would have
referred to people such as the
philosopher of the Enlightenment
Moses Mendelssohn, named names
such as writers 86me and Heine or
composers Giacomo Meyerbeer and
Felix Mendelssohn Bartlioldy.

The German-Jewish gallery of
ancestors would not only include
philosophers, writers and famous
composers, but also politicians such as
Gabriel Riesser and Johann Jacoby,
whose allegiance to democracy and
love of Germany were considered
exemplary. The memory of both was
heldinhighesteem.Jewslikedtoquote
Gabriel RIesser in particular and his
famous words, "We are either German
or we are homeless," (G. Riesser,
Gesammelte Schriften, Bd. 2,
Hildeshein u.a. 2001, p. 91 ® thereby
underlining their allegiance to German
Jewry.
Today, after having experienced the
wholesale organized murder of Jews,
we see the German-Jewish relationship
as being more complex than earlier
generations had done. We can no
longer talk about the famous "GermanJewish symbiosis" today without
certain inhibitions, as it was before
1933. Gershom Scholem's verdict,
formulated in the 1960s, that there had
never been such a symbiosis (G.
Scholem, Wider den Mythos vom
deutsch-jiidischen Gesprach, in:
Judaica, Vol. 2, p. 7 ff.), is today
widely accepted as fact. After
everything that has happened and after
everything that we now know, the only
logical conclusion is to see the former
politics of assimilation as a great
mistake in the history of GermanJewish relations.
This was the conclusion Rabbi Leo
Baeck,
one
of the leading
representatives of pro-war German
Jewry, came to and remarked on a few
months after his liberation from the
Theresienstadt concentration camp,
"For us Jews from Germany, an era
has come to an end. This happens
whenever a hope, a belief, a conviction
must fmally be laid to rest. Our belief
was that the German soul and the
Jewish soul could meet on Gemian soil
and become a blessing for all through
their union. This was an illusion - the
era of Jews in Germany is over for
once and for all." qeo Baeck Werke,
Vol 5: Nach der Shoa - Wamm sind
Juden in der Welt? Schriften aus der
Nachkriegszeit, ed. A. H. Friedlinder
and 8. Klappert, Gtittersloh 2002, p.
207-208).

Baeck'spessimisticpredictionshave
not been fulfilled, as despite all
warnings and despite all the
experiences they had, Jews calne to
live in post-war Germany. Those who
did so were mostly survivors of the
camps, returning 6migr6s and others
stranded in post-war Gemany who
were unable to get on their feet

economically or culturally somewhere
else. They were people who called
tlNe:rr\seives "She'erit Hapleita" -"true
rest of the saved" - and who did not
know what would become of
themselves. They stayed and settled in
cities such as Frankfurt, Munich or
Berlin, because they didn't know
where else they should go.
Jewish life in the first years in postwar Germany was more like a life on
standby. Those who had decided to
stay often did so against their better
judgment. Moreover, they became
pariahs, untouchables in the Jewish
world. h the newly founded State of
Israel and particularly in the United
States in the 1950s and 1960s, there

was vehement opposition to the
rebuilding of Jewish community life in
Germany. It was simply impossible to
imagine that Jews were able to see a
future for themselves in the "country
of the murderers" after everything that
had happened.
What kind of Jewish life was it that
found a home for itself in post-war
Germany? Was it something that
followed in the tradition of the old
German Jewry, i.e. influenced by the
German-Jewish legacy? Or was it a
kind of Judaism that no longer had
anything to do with the former Geman
Jewry? In the decades after 1945, as
the Jewish communities were newly
founded or refounded, at first it didn't
appear that Geman Jewry would be
replaced by another kind. That
happenedlater,intheearly1970swhen
the demographic factors began to
undergo a significant shift and Eastern
European Jewry began to have more
influence in the communities.
At that time the displaced persons,
or DPs, and their descendants moved
up into the community leadership.
These were mostly people from a
different cultural context. They
represented a Judaism that had little in
common with German-Jewish life
before 1933. They belonged to a
traditional-Orthodox Judaism and had
a religious orientation which had little
to do with the former German-Jewish
liberal tradition. This was apparent, for
example, in the way the religious
services were held as East European
liturgical forms were increasingly
substituted. The few German Jews still
remaining began to feel more and more
like strangers in their own synagogues.
Jewish functionari;s in post-war
Germany also contributed to the
breaking away from the GermanJewish context. They called their
highest executive body the "Central
Council of Jews in Germany" as they
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In the newly f;ounded
State Of Israel and

particularly in the
Urated States in the
1950s and 1960s,

there was vehement
opposidon to the
rebuilding Of Jewi,sh
community life in
Germany. It was
sinply inpossible to
inagine that Jews
were able to see a
f iuture f ;or themsehies
in the ``country Of the

murderers " af ter
everything that had
happened.
wanted to emphasize the distance they
felt towards the country they were
living in. If they had called the
organization the "Central Council of
Gemran Jews" or were to reintroduce

the language of the fomer "Central
Association," (Centralverein or CV),
then after 1945 they would have to be
called the "Central Council of Citizens

oftheJewishFaith,"whichwouldhave
been understood as a stronger
programmatic commitment and a
stronger tie of post-war Jewry to
Germany. However, this was not the
desired effect.
It is a paradox that the surrounding
German society either misjudged these
changes and breaks with the past, or
did not even notice them in the postwar years. Instead, Jewish counterparts
were treated as representatives of the
former German Jewry, without
noticing that post-war Jewry had
almost nothing to do with Germanspeaking Jewry before
1933.
Misunderstandings were therefore
inevitable.
What had happened? What was the
reason
that the
surrounding
environment so completely misjudged
the situation? The only possible

explanation is that guilty consciences
wanted to view the Jews living in
Germany after 1945 as German Jews.
These were processes of denial, hiding
a host of various feelings of guilt that
possibly still exist. The collective
consciousness was formed by these
feelings. The image society made of
Jews had less and less to do with the
present. The images held were of an
idealized past, which stood in stark
contrast to the reality of the post-war
years.

The relationship between Jews and
Germans dominating the post-war
years was deeply disturbed. Politicians
avoided looking Jews in the eye when
they met. Jews themselves had.
problems even sitting at the same table
with non-Jews. On certain occasions,
mostly memorial services, these fears
and awkwardness were particularly
obvious. Both Jews and non-Jews
found it difficult to find common
ground.
An example of this are the highly
ritualized, armual events commemorating the nicht of November 9-10
1938 (known as Kristallnacht), the
night when the synagogues were set on
fire in Germany. Jews and non-Jews sit
together in a venue and commemorate
an event that is traumatic for some and
more or less bothersome for the others.
The Jews moum, while the non-Jews
give the impression they are suffering
from some indefinable phantom pain.
Since the beginning of the 1990s,
between 15,000 and 20,000 so-called

Jewish contingency refugees and their
families have settled in united
Gerinany each year. Jewish community
membership has more than tripled due
to this influx of around 200,000 Jews,
although only around 70,000 have
become
members
of Jewish
communities. This means that there are
now 104 Jewish. communities in
Germany. Thus, a new German Jewry
is beginning to take shape.
With the passing of the Contingency
Refugee Act of 1991, a decisive step
was taken in giving Jewish life in
Germany a lasting perspective. The
time of the "packed suitcase," as it was
long called to justify staying in
Germany, seems to be over for good. If
the political scientist Diana Pinto will
be proven to have been correct with
her assertion that with the RussianJewish migration to Germany, "a
Jewish Europe in a completely new
cultural and historical dimension could
develop", remains to be seen. a. Pinto,
Europa - ein "jtidischer Ort", in:
Menora. Jahrbuch ffir deuts ch-jtidis the
Geschichte, 1999, p. 15 ff.)
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The Jewish communities in unified
Germany are cunently undergoing a
radical transformation process with the
influx of Russian Jews, which is
greatly changing community life from
Berlin to Cologne, from Halnburg to
Munich. The sheer numbers of
"newcomers" mean that they form the
clear majority. They are not able to

relate to much of what they find and
therefore shape community life
according to their needs and ideas. h
doing so they see no real reason to go

out of their way for the other members,
and compromise, for example, on
which language should be spoken in
the community - German or Russian.
Despite all of the tensions and
conflicts between the "old" and "newl'
community members that I can only

intimate here, the fact remains that the
goal of securing the demographic
survival of the Jewish communities in
Germany through the immigration
from the former Soviet Union and the
CIS, which was a consideration when
the Coutingency Refugee Act was
passed, has been achieved. In
percentages, the Jewish population in
Germany has become the fastest
growing in the world, ahead of Israel
and the Uhited States.
However, the increasing dominance
of Russian-Jewish 6migr6s also comes
at a price; the "old" members, meaning
the remaining vestiges of German
Jewry, the DPs and their descendants
and those Israelis who emigrated to
Germany before 1989, sense that
something is irrevocably coming to an
end. The world of German-speaking
and German influenced Judaism is
disappearing once and for all. More
and more, former Soviet citizens are
setting the pace in the Jewish
communities. To illustrate this change
in orientation, they (understandably)
value whters such as Dostoyevsky,
Turgenev and Gogol, but are not
inter.ested in Schiller or Goethe, not to
mention 86me or Heine. For them,
these are meaningless names.
This development, which can be
welcomed or met with regret, does not
exclude the possibility of something
like a new German Jewry being created
in the future. What kind of shape this
Judaism will take cannot be predicted
at present. However the spiritualcultural roots of this emerging Judaism
are not to be found in Gemany, but
ratherinEastemEurope.Itdiffersfrom
German Jewry before 1933 on many
crucial points, particulady in its ties to
Germany, but this doesn't mean that
this.new emerging Judaism won't be
able to integrate some elements of the
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Meanwhile, a new phenomenon can be
observed among the studehis Of "Jewish
Studies." More than a few have the tendeney,
or lct's say the need, to complctaly identify
with Judaism. If. they do indeed corrvert, a lied
Of conNert's syndrome can be seen in among
them in that they live their everyday lives more
Orthodox than the most Orthodox Jews. This
can take c}n absolutely absurd f eatures.
German-Jewish legacy.
h this context we should keep our
eye on how the Union of Progressive
Jews in Germany develops. Founded
in the mid-1990s, it now encompasses
almost twenty communities and is

attracting large numbers of the

example, on the sufferings of the civil
population during World War 11, or on
the fall of the Berlin Wall and the
collapse of the GDR. None of these
topics generates even a vaguely
comparable level of interest or
demands such a strong need to be

Russian-Jewish 6migr6s. It is still too

explored.

early to tell if they will be a kind of
competition for the Central Council of
Jews in Germany structurally. They
squarely see themselves in the tradition
of German Refomi Judaism, and thus
in the tradition of Abrahaln Geiger and
Baeck. They cunently do not have
much influence, but this can quickly
change in the future.
As the Jewry currently residing in
Germany has problems completely
accepting the German-Jewish legacy
because it no longer fmds itself in
direct line of continuity to the fomer
German Jewry, and is in many cases
"Russian influenced," the surrounding

That this need exists, to explore the
German-Jewish legacy beyond a
purely historical aspect, cannot be
denied. This can be seen, for example,
as universities try to create courses
entitled "Jewish Studies". The students
majoring in these courses are mainly
interested in finding out how and why
the German-Jewish experiment in
living together failed.
These students are meticulous in
their search for an answer; learn
Hebrew, Yiddish and even Ladino; go
to Auschwitz; take semesters in Israel;
finish Master's theses and write
dissertations. The achievements in this
field are considerable and can greatly
surpass the level of relevant research
work conducted at German universities
before 1933. The difference between
now and then is that it isn't Jews, but
mostly non-Jews who are dedicated to
these studies as professors and

society at large has apparently taken
on this task. This can be seen in a host
of examples.
There are numerous towns and
communities in Germany where
mostly amateurs have taken on the
guardianship of the local Jewish
history. They are creating a virtual
Judaism for themselves by organizing
exhibitions, rebuilding synagogues and
founding Jewish museunis. Underlying
all of these activities is the desire to
make something visible that can no
longer
be
seen.
These
are
understandable efforts, but they also
contain an inherent seed of futility and
failure.
This can clearly be seen in the
number of books published lamenting
the losses Germany and German
culture suffered through the Sfeoczfe.

The sheer number of these is greater
than what is being published at this
time on other topics such as, for

students.

Meanwhile, a new phenomenon can
be observed among the students of
"Jewish Studies". More than a few
havethetendency,orlet'ssaytheneed,
to completely identify with Judaism.
This sometimes happens out of
religious conviction, but more often
due to the fact that they believe they
will be able to make up for something
with their personal contribution. If they
do indeed convert, a kind of convert's
syndrome can be seen in among them
in that they live their everyday lives
more Orthodox than the most Ortliodox
Jews. This can take on absolutely
absurd features.
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Others also wanting to convert
realize that they will only be accepted
up to a certain point, or not at all, in
Jewish circles, despite having
converted. They are therefore cautious
and tend to support a liberal Judaism in
case they do convert, organizing in
communities with liberal tendencies,
which in turn leads to conflicts with
the Central Council of Jews as they do
not particularly appreciate the ,liberal
orientation of some communities.
h looking for a plausible explanation for the majority of conversions
and the enomious religious fervor of
the converts, we must also explore the
massive feelings of guilt and pangs of
conscience of many non-Jews who do
not feel comfortable in their role as
descendants of the perpetrators and are
eager to discard it. To this end, a broad
range of approaches is being taken and
an attempt is made to embody the
"Jewish" position.

An over-identification with Jews
and Judaism can be seen in some. The
case of the Swiss Binjamin
Wilkomirski, alias Bruno Doesseker,
who made up a story of a childhood in
the ghetto, made headlines not too
long ago.@as Wilkomirski-Syndrom.
Eingebildete Erimerungen oder Von
der Sehnsucht, Opfer zu sein, ed. I.
Diekmam/ J. H. Schoeps, Zurich,
Munich 2002). The journalist Lea
Rosh, alias Edith Robs, has come to
dominate the topic of remembrance
with the Berlin Holocaust Memorial to
such an extent that the fatal impression
has been raised that commemorating
the mass murder and honoring the dead
was not something for Jews, but
basically for non-Jews to do.
This phenomenon, of non-Jews
occupying the "Jewish" memory, and
even believing that they can demand
the Jewish legacy for themselves,
occurs not only in certain rituals at
memorial services, but also on other
occasions; for example, when klezmerJudaism is being promoted, although
such a thing never existed in Germany.
Or when, at a dimer party, loud and
boisterous jokes are told which are
supposed to be "Jewish," but carry a
distinctly anti-S emitic undertone. If the
joke tellers are made aware of the antiSemitic tone of their fun, they usually
show absolutely no sign of being aware
of having done anything wrong.
The image presented in such
instances, more subconsciously than
consciously, is the image that the
presentenvironmenthasmadeforitself
of Jews. This image is problematic as
it has little to do with reality and
absolutely nothing to do with the

4

former German Jewry and German
Judaism. The non-Jewish world has
dreamt up an inage of Jews for itself
as being somewhere between "Fiddler
on the Roof", a caricature of the
Yiddish-speaking "sch7€o7.rer " and the

East
European
caftan-wearers
representing Orthodox Judaism. "The
Hype surounding the Star of David"
(the title of an issue of the Berlin city
magazine Zz.fry from the sulrmer of
1998), sums up this phenomenon
perfectly.
Whether the remains of the GemanJewish legacy will be able to survive in
Germany also depends on whether the
majority of Germans are willing to
accept it. For example, this means that
Ludwig 86me and Heiurich Heine
must be understood as belonging to the
German cultural legacy just as much as
Goethe and Schiller. Only when this
legacy is seen not as something
foreign, but as something inherently
belonging, will it be theoretically
possible for the German-Jewish
cultural tradition to survive at least in
part in Gemany.
In evaluating the situation, it becomes clear that the cultivation of the
German-Jewish legacy can only take
placewithintheGermanculturalarena,
whether you like it or not. It is wrong
to suppose that this could happen anywhere else. This was admittedly
different during the time of Hitler's
dictatorship when about 240,000
Jewish refugees from Germany settled
all over the world, particularly in
Palestine and the United States.
The 50,000 Yckkes, for example,
who were able to emigrate to Palestine
and create a new home for themselves
there, brought with them their cultural
heritage and preserved it lovingly in
salons, concert halls, newspapers and
lecture series. They did this, and are
still doing it as well as they can, in the
knowledge that the culture that they
grew up in and that they brought with
them, is a dying culture.
The situation in the United States
was not very different, although the
assimilation process of the Jews from
Germany within the new envirorment
took place much faster and was more
far-reaching than in Palestine or later
inlsrael.TheGermanbackgroundsoon
played only a marginal role for the
refugees and their descendants as on
receiving their United States passport
-which happened after a certain time they felt themselves to be first of all
American citizens and not exiles or
immigrants. This resulted in increasinglyfadingmemoriesofGemanyand
the heritage of German Jewry.

Twhat continues to exist from the

German-Jewish heritage in the United
States is the liberal Judaism that originated in Germany and is closely
associated with names such as
Abraham Geiger and Leopold Zunz.
This legacy, which is only now slowly
beginning to be re-explored in presentday Gemany, has developed into the
strongest movement within American
Judaism. The World Union for Progressive Judaism, once co-founded by
Baeck, represents more than two
million Jews worldwide. Cincinnati
(with the Hebrew Union College) and
New York (with the Theological Seminary) have replaced Berlin and Breslau
as centers of Jewish scholarship.
Today, the fact that the "science of
Judaism" was developed in nineteenth
century Gemiany and enjoyed world
renown, has been largely forgotten
except by some experts in the field.

Geman Judaism was 99 per cent
destroyed by Hitler' s dictatorship, and
that which we call the German Jewish
legapy has been fighting against its
stigma ofhomelessness ever since. The
survivors, those who were able to
escape Hitler Germany, suffered
greatly from this development and
sought to prevent the loss of their
identity. They fought to keep this
identity alive, although they knew it
would be a hopeless cause.
Emst Lewin, for example, who was
able to flee to Argentina in the late
1930s, poured out his anger in a poem
written in far-off Buenos Aires in
December 1939. The poem, which he
called "A German Jew to the National
Socialists" displays defiance, but also
his continuing love for his old
homeland:
"Ihrhahiunsbeschi:rlapftundbespieen,

Verfolgt nut wildem Hall,
Erhiedrigt wie die Hunde
Ihr Tr6|ife! Was machi uns das!
Beschindzt habt ihr Euch selber,
Wir blieben foeckeulos rein,
Und wenden ouch in Zukunft
Die besseren Doutschen sein"
"You spit at us and called us names,

You hunted us down with wild hate,
Humiliated us like dogs, you fools!
We refuse to take the bait!
You just dirtied yourselves,
We remaln spotlessly pure and
Even in the future, will continue
To be the better Germans" .
PROFESSOR JtJLms SCHOEPS wczs bor7!
in 1942 in Sweden and in 1948 he and his father
retwned to post~war Germa:ny from where they
had originated. His is professor Of Mode:rn
History and Director Of i:he Moses Menddssohn
Ceriter for European~Jewhsh studies at the
Un:iversity Of P otsdcan.
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and rabbinic texts, bringing to bear on
their study both traditional approaches
and new methods of literary, linguistic,
historical and like scholarship. It
requires the viewing of Judaism from a
modem philosophical and theological
perspective. It demands the study of
the history and sociology of Judaism
and the Jewish people. Not least, it
calls for thought about modern

JVLORE REFORJVL

ARE WE UP FOR IT?
Ludwik Finkelstein

AFTER EMANCIPATION..

JErVlsH RELIGIOus REspONSEs
TO MODERNITY
by David Ellenson,
Hebrew Union College Press,
Cincinnati, 2004, ISBN 0-87820-223-4,
pp.547, hb

the basis of the chain of Jewish
THOUGHTFUL
tradition. We receive
CHANGE
teaching
IS
from preceding generations, develop it
in accordance with the needs and
insights of our time, and pass it on to
our successors. Jews now live in a wider
world than that in which much of
Jewish thought developed. We confront
the needs and views of wider society
and a rapidly changing world. The
traditional teaching of Judaism
continues to be the core of our response
to the world, but is no longer sufficient
without adaptation. We must be open
to the influences of what was
traditionally termed outside wisdom,
that is knowledge and methods of
reasoning derived from sources outside
the Jewish tradition. There is a need to
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use these influences to develop Judaism
so as to strengthen its effectiveness and
viability, to ensure that it continues to
be the guiding spirit of the Jewish
people, and through its teaching,
benefits humanity as a whole.
The continual religious reform
required is driven by many forces.
There is the pull of social needs and

push of extemal pressures. There is
spiritual insight. Not the least of the
driving forces is the knowledge and
understanding that come from
scholarship.
Those who wish to develop Judaism
along new paths, but in an authentic
manner, have a duty to use study and
scholarship as a core component of
their approach. The task is challenging.
It requires engagement with biblical

problems of philosophy from the point
of view of Judaism. The pioneers of
Jewish religious reform worked from
the basis of scholarship. It is an
endeavour that must be continued.
The book by David Ellenson,
dealing with the Jewish religious
response to modemity, is an example
of the kind of intellectual endeavour
required. It is a collection of the
scholarly papers of the author,
published over the preceding decade in
a variety of leaned periodicals. It
ranges widely over various topics in
the field it covers. Dr Ellenson is
President of Hebrew Union CollegeJewish Institute of Religion. He is a
scholar of distinction, leading a centre
of excellence. He has made a
significant contribution to the fields of
Jewish history and thought. It is
valuable to have some of his important
output collected in convenient form.
The collection of papers is
introduced by two essays that discuss
its nature and organisation. There is a
foreword by Michael Meyer, the
distinguished scholar whose work on
the history of Jewish religious reform
has defined the subject. The extended

preface by the author himself discusses
the spiritual and intellectual journey
that has brought him to his scholarly
work. This discussion helps in the
interpretation of the work. The author
has been influenced by the study of
history, sociological thought and of
some streams of modem philosophy.
This is reflected in what he writes
about and also in the topics he has not
touched in his work.
The book is structured in a number
of sections. The first section comprises
essays intended to set out the
overarching philosophy of the work.
What comes out clearly, from the
preface and the introductory section, is
that the work is written from an
American Jewish perspective. This is
understandable. The reader outside the
United States will find this perspective
interesting, given the importance of
American Jewry to Jewish religious
reform. Nevertheless, such a reader
will feel that the picture presented
requires completion.
The most interesting parts of the
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book are the studies of the
confrontation with modernity of
German and Central European Jewries.
It is work of meticulous and
penetrating scholarship. It provides
new insights. It is a fit continuation of
the work of Jacob Katz, the great
historian of the emancipation, and a
teacher of the author to whose
influence he gives ample tribute.
Modern Jewish religious reforin was
born in those countries. The problems
and solutions that arose there continue
to be relevant and significant. This
work is thus of great importance to
those engaged in the development of
the Jewish religious response to the
modem world.
Another important part of the book
consists of papers dealing with some
modern halakhic responsa. Given that
Jewish religious reform always
experiences tension between respect
for traditional texts and focz/cz4¢cr¢ and

the necessity to adapt them to the
demands and insights of modemity,
these studies are of great interest and
value.

The nature of the book means that it
is difficult, indeed impossible, to
summarise it. It would have been
valuable if we could have had an essay
of the author setting out lessons and
conclusions from his work. As it is,

readers are left to draw them for
themselves.
The book, by collecting published

papers, is intended to make them
conveniently available for a wider
audience. It is nevertheless a scholarly,
rather than popular, publication. It
requires to be studied, rather than just
read. As the foreword states, some may
use the book as a convenient source of
reference to individual topics. It is
highly recommended, however, to
study the book as a whole.
A book review in the form of a long
essay tempts reviewers to present their
own opinions, instead of considering
adequately the book being discussed. I
think that this is generally unfair on the
author and the work. The temptation
should usually be resisted. In the case
of this book of David Ellenson the
lessons of his work call for wider
consideration than the topics he deals
with. The book impresses on the reader
the importance for the development of
Judaism of deep and meticulous
scholarship in the field of Jewish
thought. We are impressed by the
intellect of the author and the
distinction of his teachers and
colleagues, as well as that of the
institutions where he studied and
taught. It is important to reflect on how
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the lessons of his scholarship should
be applied.

The American perspective from
which the essays in this collection are
written is very pervasive. It becomes
clear on reading the book that we
cannot just rely on scholarship from
across the Atlantic to develop a Jewish
response to problems in this country.
Jewish religious reform everywhere
faces a variety of issues that demand
our continuing attention. There is the
tension between spirituality and
rationality. There is the feminist
perspective that rightly challenges
many accepted philosophical notions.
There is the conflict between religious
conservatism
and
religious
development. Each of them calls from
us responses in faith, practice and
social and political action that are
specific to this country and its
institutions.

There are also issues that demand
our attention that arise from our
position as part of Europe while having
strong cultural and intellectual links
with America. As part of Europe we
have a responsibility to participate
actively in preserving its Jewish
heritage. It is our duty to support the
revival of Jewish life in the countries
recovering from the effects of the
S7zoc7¢ and the suppression of Judaism

under Communism.
There are significant areas of Jewish
history and thought that require study
so as to enable us to discharge our
obligations in this regard. The Jewish
religious response to modernity in
Western and Central Europe has been
well studied. The religious response in
Eastern Europe has not. This is
understandable. The developments in
Germany and Central Europe have
been formative for Jewish reform. The
responses of the Jewries of Eastern
Europe to modemity have tended to be
secularist. Nevertheless the religious
dimension of these responses demands
more
attention.
Much Jewish
historiography is highly biased,
providing an unsympathetic picture of
Jewish
religious
response
to
modemity in Eastern Europe. As new
Jewish communities endeavour to
rebuild themselves on the basis of
religious reform we must endeavour
to support them, by understanding the
past better.
The book by David Ellenson
stimulates thought by what it omits, as
much as by what it treats. For example,

one of the important features of modem
thought is the serious questioning,
indeed the denial, of the meaning and
validity of all religious belief. This

book, and indeed most like literature,
does not address this challenge. It is
nevertheless a problem that must be
addressed.
Related to this is the silence about
modem science in this book as in most
like literature. Jewish religious
thinkers tackle the ethical problems
that advances in the application of
science bring. This book, for instance,
considers respo#scz on artificial
fertilisation. However, fundamental
questions about the universe raised by
modem advances in natural sciences
are not much considered in modem
Jewish thought. They should be, as
they are of considerable religious
significance.
The early conflicts between science
and religion have been largely resolved
by the abandonment of biblical
fundamentalism. However modern
natural
science
raises
more
fundamental questions. Modern

physics provides new understanding of
the nature of the universe. Modern
scientific cosmology attempts to give
accounts of the origin of the universe.
Modern biology investigates the nature
of life. All this impacts on religious
thought.
The book by David Ellenson should
be for us a call for action. We must
enhance our capability in scholarship.
We need to support the work of
existing
scholars
and
provide
opportunities for those entering the
field. We must strengthen research
libraries, and support and develop
learned society activities. We must
build centres of excellence. While
there is encouraging activity in Jewish
Studies in this country, little of it is
directed towards the Jewish thought
underlying religious refomi. It is a
weakness that requires remedy.
This is a formidable agenda. Given
other demands on our resources and
efforts it may not be feasible to make a
significant advance along the road
forward that this agenda maps out. But
we must not forget the need for the
advancement of scholarship.
We may adapt the language of the
Ethics of the Fathers: the task is great;
it is not incumbent upon us to complete
the work, but neither are we free to
refrain from engaging in it I
PROFESSOR LUDWIK FINKELSTEIN
OBR FREng is a Research Fellow in Jewish
History and Thought at Leo Baeck College, of
which he is a gradrate. He is an engineering
scientist and a Senior Research Fellow in City
University engaged in research on the logical
and phtlos ophical f oundations Of measurement.
He is a Professor Emeritus and a former Dean
of the School of Engineering and Pro-ViceChancellor Of the University.
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book from start to finish, delve into a
subject, or dive in at random and
wander at will. All three cboices are
good ones.
Reading Sz..g7aposts, I am reminded

of the description that Ludwig
Wittgenstein gives in his Preface to
Philosophical Investigations, one of
the great works of twentieth-century
philosophy. He explains that his
enquiries compelled him `to travel over
a wide field of thought criss-cross in
every direction'. He adds: `The same
or almost the same points were always

being approached afresh from different
directions, and new sketches made.'
Rayner' s book covers different ground.
But, like Wittgenstein's, it keeps
approaching the same points from
different angles, so that we see them in
a new light. And at every turn there is a
`signpost' to `the Messianic age'.

What does Rayner mean by `the
Messianic age'? In the best tradition of
Jewisb exegesis, I shall take up this

JOHN RAYNER HAS
LEFT US A MISSION
Brian Klug
SIGNPOSTS TO THE
MESSIANIC AGE
by John Rayner,
with Foreword by Raphael Loewe,
Vallentine Mitchell, 2006,
Isbn 0-85303-703-5

pp.262, hb, £35.00,

WO
YEARS
AGO,
A
Fcsfscferz/Z was published
in honour of Rabbi John
Rayner's eightieth birthday. In the
Preface, Rabbi David Goldberg
described his colleague this way: `For
almost half a century he has been the
voice of Liberal Judaism ...' I
`Voice' is the operative word for

T

this posthumous volume. The contents
comprise twenty-one sermons - part I
- and twelve lectures - part 11 - most
of which Rayner delivered between
2000 and 2003.2 Collections of his oral

works - two of sermons and .one of
lectures -appeared in the late 1990s.
But tbis volume is different: it
combines examples of both genres,
giving the reader a more complete
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`listening' experience. It is an
experience I recommend.
There are actually several different
kinds of experience on offer, according
to how you choose to read the book.
For, as well as hearing Rayner's voice
in these pages, we also see his hand in
the artful way in which he has arranged
the thirty-three pieces that he selected
for inclusion. The order in which they
appear is logical, not chronological,
and they are grouped under subject
headings, each subject leading
naturally to the next. So, for example,
the first four sermons deal with
`Aspects of Judaism', the next set with
`Aspects of Progressive Judaism'. At

the same time, each piece is selfcontained. Thus you can either read the

question by way of a joke. Rivka was
walking on the outskirts of the sfezef/ in
the early evening, minding her own
business, when a fiery golden chariot
came swooping down from the sky,
landing a few yards in front of her. She
was hardly able to believe her eyes as
the door of the chariot swung open and
an elderly gentleman stepped out. She
knew at once who it was: E/z.)/czfeaf
f7cz72czi/i., the prophet Elijah, harbinger
of the Messiah. `Eli!' she exclaimed,

forgetting her manners in the heat of
the moment. `We've been waiting for
you for 2,500 years. So why come
today?' The prophet caressed his long
grey beard for a moment. Then looking
at Rivka with piercing eyes that stared
right through her to the rest of
humanity, he replied: `It's a funny
thing: I've been waiting for you all
this time. And after 2,500 years, I got
tired of waiting. '
Whether or not the joke makes us
laugh, it should also make us wince.
For it carries a punch: it implies a

rebuke to Rivka - and through Rivka
to all humanity - for sitting around,
waiting passively for the Messiah to
come and redeem us, rather than
bestirring ourselves. The joke puts the
onus on us. Which, in sum, is the
message
of
Rayner's
book.
Consequently, I shall focus on this
message in an effort to define the
overall direction in which Sz..gxposfs
points.

No one needs signposts unless they

are lost - or mistakenly think they
know the way. Confusion and
complacency are thus the conditions
that this book addresses. This implies
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an audience that is potentially very
large indeed. But Rayner addresses, in
the first place, his fellow Jews,
especially in the United Kingdom. All
the sermons were given at the Liberal
Jewish Synagogue, St John's Wood,
London. And he addresses them as a
rabbi, as `a preacher and teacher'3,
recalling them to the Jewish identity
they profess `with the responsibilities
it entails'.4

Recalling them from what? From
various ways of evading Judaism's
`Encounter with Modemity', the title

of the fifth sermon. By modemity he
means a range of ideas, values and
movements ushered in by the
Enlightenment, largely under the rubric
of reason and science. They include,
for example, democracy, equality and
free inquiry. They also included
nationalism and materialism. Modernity
is a mixed bag: it is `not all good, but
neither is it all bad'5. Equally, `the

values religion has inculcated have not
always been good'.6 Therefore, Rayner
argues, Jews should neither embrace
the one nor retreat into the other.
Rayner, the preacher, can be scathing
on this subject. He laments `the valuestarved, neo-Pagan moral wasteland of
British society'. But he also declaims
against the `bigotry and zealotry' that
often
accompany
religious
fundamentalism.7 His message to Jews,
in part, is negative: `Don't go there!'

Then where - in what direction should they be headed?
In a way, Sz.g#posZs points
backwards: back to the moment at
Mount Sinai when `our ancestors
pledged themselves . . . to live by God's
Law'.8 For Rayner does not address
Jews simply as people in the plural but

as a people in the singular -the Jewish
people, fa'/cz/ j;z.src7e/, `a collective

continuum in space and time'9.
Moreover, a pecuHar people who,
decta,I.rrLg CNa'aseh v'nishma' , `We
will do, and we will hear"0, became
the people of God at Mount Sinai.
But in another way, the book looks
forward -in the double sense of having
an eye to the future and eagerly
anticipating what lies ahead. Which
brings us to the concept of the
Messianic age.

What does it mean to be `the people
of God'? It is easier to say what it does
not mean. It does not mean the same as
`the people of France'. Not that I am

lies at the heart of the Jewish
conception of things. Therefore, the

unifying vision of the ethical mission
of the Jewish people. The voice in these

people of God is unlike any other. They
are, to be sure, given a land, Canaan).
But the grant is conditional and the
land does not define them.
It is time, not place, that locates the
Jewish people as the people of God.
This is what I take to be the thrust of
Rayner's teaching on the subject. More

pages is sometimes that of the preacher
and teacher, sometimes the erudite

precisely, it is `our role in history' that
is decisive." In one of his lectures, he
introduces the topic of Messianism this
way: `Here I am alluding to the fact . . .
that the Hebrew Bible has a linear
rather than a cyclical view of human
history. That is to say, it looks forward
to a future time when all that is now
wrong with the world will come

passion for peace.20 And the man was
as good as his word.
However you choose to read this
book, you will keep running into
signposts that point in the same
direction. In a sense, they point to us,

right. ' ]2 He calls this a `hope'. He notes

that this Messianic hope expresses
itself in two ways: national and
universal'.[3 But it is the latter upon
which he places the emphasis, calling
this `the Prophetic view'. In short, the
Jewish role in history is redemptive.]4
It is in this light that Rayner's
strictures agalnst `Jewish chauvinism' ,15
especially vis-a-vis the IsraeliPalestinian conflict, should be seen. It
is true that, on grounds of general
ethics
alone, he repudiates
`a
chauvinistic kind of nationalism in
which might is right'.'6 But Zionism is
a special case. For Zionism is Jewish
nationalism. The Jewish people are the

people of God, and the people have a
role to play in righting what is wrong
with the world, in sustaining the hope
that leads from `the unredeemed

present' to `the perfect world of the
Messianic future'.t7 Given that the
Messianic hope is twofold, then its two
expressions - national and universal cannot be at odds with each other. This
means that we must not pursue the
first in a manner that conflicts with the
second: it is a religious imperative.
This
religious
imperative
is
primarily ethical - such, c7z{/o72cJ, is the

message of Rayner the teacher. The
opening sermon reflects on `The
Meaning of Mitzvah', distinguishing
broadly between two kinds of "z./zi;o/,
ritual and ethical. The former, he
acknowledges, play a valuable role in
keeping the people together as a
people, but only if they subserve the
latter - so the people serve God by
drawing humanity nearer to the
prophetic vision of `a messianic age

picking on the French. For nor does it
mean `the people of Britain' or the

Conceived universa||y'.18

people of any place as such. God is no
place. In the Hebraic tradition, God is

Rayner, quoting Proverbs, `a people

the creator of place - of heaven and

lectures, and throughout his life's
work, Rabbi Rayner promoted this

earth. God's transcendence of all place
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`Where there is no vision,' says

perishes'.]9 In these sermons and

scholar and /cz/772zjc7 c/7czcfecz". But

always the accent is on hope and the
underlying message clear and strong:
`Seek justice and peace. Pursue them

with a passion.' The task of the rabbi,
he declares, is to `cultivate' this

to an era - rather than to an elderly
extraterrestrial who lands on earth in a
fiery golden chariot. So if, like Rivka,
we continue to wait for Elijah, then in
Rayner's eyes the joke is on us. Not
that the Jewish people can deliver the
Messianic age. But `if we have an

opportunity, here and there, to
anticipate the coming of that time a
little, how can it be otherwise than
God's will that we should do so?'2] .
I David J. Goldberg and Edward Kessler,

Aspects Of Liberal Judaism: Essays in

Honour Of John D. Rayner, London,
Vallentine Mitchell, 2004, p.viii.
2 The last lecture is not a lecture but an

open letter, and is thus the exception
that proves the rule.
3 Sz.gxpasts, Preface, p.xii.
4 Sz.gxpasts, `Doing and Hearing', p.35.

5 Sz.grposts, `Encounter with Modemity' ,
p.22.

6 Sz.grposts, `Values', p.88.
7 Sz.gxpos/S, `Values', pp.91, 88.
8 Sz.gxpasts, `Ashamnu: We Have

Simed', p.83.
9 Ibid.

'° Sz.grposts, `Doing and Hearing', p.33.

" Sz.grposts, `Ashamnu: We Have
Sirmed', p.84.
]2 Sz.gxposts, `Hebraism: Our Common

Heritage and Hope', p. 122.
13 Ibid.

]4 Sz.gxpasts, `Ashamnu: We Have
Sinned', p.86.
15 S!.g#posts, `The Open Door', p.45.

" Sz.grposts, `The Role of progressive
Judaism', p.31.

" Sz.grposts, `Praying for Humanity',
p.49; `Road Map to the Messianic
A8e', p.103.

]8 Sz.gxposts, `Encounter with Modemity',
p.22.

" Sz.grposts, `Values', p. 90.
20 Sz.grposts, `Passion and Peace', p. 80.
2` Sz.grposts, `Our World and Welcome to
It', p. 54.
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HERZL
by Steven Beller, Peter Halban
Publishers, London, 2004,
ISBN: 1-87001590-8,
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pp.176, pb £8.99

relatively short life of Theodore

THISHerzl
BOOK
(1860-1904)
COVERS
who lived
THE
in
¢7? c7e sz.Gc/e Europe. Aware of the

problem of widespread European antiSemitism, Herzl initially saw the
answer in assimilation or even
conversion. The book tracks Herzl's
shift to Zionism due to his growing
realisation that a Jewish homeland was
crucial for survival.
Much of Beller's focus is the unique
nature of Herzl's understanding of
Zionism. Rejecting entirely the
religious dimension, Zionism for Herzl
was purely a utopian vision. He
believed Israel should represent an
enlightened centre of social and
technological progress and should act
as a role model to all nations.. Herzl
disagreed with the religious Zionists
and their emphasis on the biblical idea
of the `Promised Land', only later

changing

his

argument

THE

when

pragmatism became a necessity to
make his vision a reality.
Analysing in great depth key themes
of nationalism, socialism and religious
identity, Beller has provided a
fascinating insight into the secular mind
of a man detached from Judaism who
saw himself in messianic terms - as
being chosen to lead the Jewish people
to an enlightened liberation I
DB

A YEAR OF TWO SUMMERS
by Shaun Levin
Five Leaves Publications,
Nottingham, 2006, ISBN 0907123716
pp.164, pb £7.99

NEWMAN

BOOK PAGE

melancholic style and sensitive
tackling of universal themes make this
a powerful and, at times, painful read .
DB

CAMP DAVID SUMMIT, WIIAT
VENT VVRONG?..
Americans, Isi.aelis and Palestiniaus

analyze the failure of the boldest
attempt ever to resoive the
P alestininn-Israeu conf oict
Shimon Shamir (Editor),
Bruce Maddy-Weitzman (Editor),
Sussex Academic Press, Eastboume,
2005, ISBN 1845191005

pp.267, pb £18.95

collection of talks given at a

THISconference
BOOK CONTAINS
A
held
at
the
I-1-":rJ-

University of Tel Aviv in 2003, to
discuss the failure of calnp David. The

papers make for an illuminating and
sometimes difficult read.
The book suggests several different
narratives of the events of September
2000. Whatever may have happened and the traditional view of a generous
Barck and an uncompromising Arafat
is severely attacked - the lessons in
diplomacy and international relations
detailed throughout the papers are botb
tragic and informative.
There are two drawbacks to the
book, the first of which is minor. It
appears the book has been printed
without footnotes, even though a
couple of the articles do make
reference to a footnote. The second
issue relates to a problem with the
conference itself. It seems that the
organisers did not manage to include a
sufficient number of participants from
the Palestinian side. This means that,
while Ehud Barak gets to tell his story,
Yasser Arafat's voice is noticeable by
its absence.

predominantly Jewish, gay short
THISstories
COLLECTION
speaks of desire, nostalgia
OF
and loss. The stories are set against
various backdrops including Israel,
South Africa, New York and London.
Levin tackles a range of themes such
as first sexual experiences, the
construction of identity, the breakdown
of relationships and coping with the
death of loved ones.
Despite initial reservations about the
explicit sexual content and colourful
language, I grew to appreciate Levin's
attention to detail. In many of the
stories, the stifling heat depicted helps
create an atmosphere of claustrophobia
and oppression. The vivid descriptions
of gay sex might not appeal to
everyone.
But
Levin's
lyrical,
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Despite this lack of immediacy of
the Palestinian perspective, it is still
represented strongly and the book

remains a full, informative and
compelling read I
JN

HEINE
by Richard Robertson
Peter Halban Publishers, London,
2005, ISBN 1870015924
pp.128, pb £8.99

KNEW LITTLE OF HEINE, HIS
life, times or writings, merely a few
remembered scraps: Gemian Jew,
converted to Christianity, nineteenth
century, exciting writer and poet. As I
open this republished introduction, I
wondered - what more will I leam?

I
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There are many pages of
background and explanation and a
welcome number of quotations - a
few short pieces of laconic, bitter
and stylish verse. There are also
several
long
pieces
which
are pantheistic, happily utopian and
universalistic. Heine never lost his
deep attachment and concern for
the Jewish people: `0 do not lose
heart, beautiful Messiah, who
wishes to redeem not only Israel, as
the superstitious Jews imagine, but
the whole of suffering mankind! '
But
he
wascertainly
not
sentimental.
HereHeine
was

rvllzRAHI BANK

/

\\

__ _________.._.___`~`\

Written quotations available on request.

For details, contact Zvi Goorney

But songs and.stars and foowers by the ton,
Or eyes and moons and springtime sun,
No matter how ry"ch you like such stiff;
To make a world they're just not enough.

Tel: 020 7448 0629 . Fax: 020 7448 0650

United Mizrahi Bank Limited

The book certainly whets the

appetite for more.
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The Town Hall and Black Tower on the Main Square in Klatovy

CALL UP IN

KLATOVY
Tom Barth
STEPPED OFF THE EASYJET
flight last week from Prague to
Gatwick, some sixty years after my
first visit to Klatovy, a small town in
Western Bohemia, formerly in
Sudetenland, and some twenty miles
south of Plzen - Pilsen. I resisted a
strong urge to find a microphone and
an audience, so I could wave a piece of
paper in the air, as had Neville
Chamberlain nearly seventy years ago,

I
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after agreeing to hand the hapless town
and a sizeable chunk of czechoslovakia
over to "Herr Hitler", thereby sealing
the fate of numerous thriving Jewish
communities.
There had been a Jewish presence in
the area of Klatovy for many centuries,
and Jews were finally and officially
allowed to settle and buy property there
in the mid-nineteenth century. My
great, great grandfather, Leopold

Barth, was one of the first to buy a
house in the centre of town. When he
died in 1877 he was one of the first to
be buried in the Jewish cemetery.on a
small hill just outside the town walls.
He was subsequently joined in the
cemetery by my great grandparents,
and on their gravestone is inscribed a
memorial to my grandparents and aunt
who perished in the Holocaust. The
cemetery is still pretty much intact and
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a Holocaust Memorial has recently
been erected there. Around the time of
Leopold's
death,
the
Jewish
community built a synagogue to house
their growing population. Rabbis were
employed, and services were held there
continuously until the late 1930s when
they were forbidden by the Nazis. Over
the years the congregation acquired
five Torah Scrolls.
In November 1942 the entire Jewish

community of Klatovy and many
surrounding villages, amounting to
something in excess of 1000 men,
women and children were ordered to

present themselves at a Secondary
School near the Railway Station. From
there they were transported to Terezin
and thence to Auschwitz. Only a very
small handful survived. Just one
returned to Klatovy, where he lived in
isolation until his death some ten years
ago. He prepared his own funeral well
in advance and even erected his own
headstone over his grave.
Having escaped alone to England
just before the outbreak of the Second
World War, my late father always
dreamt of recovering the family home

During the VIar all
the I:orah ScroJ,ls in
Czechoslovakia were
gathered together by
the Nazis and,
meticulously indexed,
were put into storage
so that they could be
exhibited in a
``Museum Of an

Extinct Race" af iter
they had won the War

in Klatovy, which had been confiscated
by the Nazis and then retained by the
Communists. Even after the Velvet
Revolution, and despite years of trying
through various legal means, I failed to
recover that house, which, in its
dilapidated state, was sold by the local
authority to a property developer, who
has now restored it. Where once stood
my grandparents' haberdashery shop
with their living accommodation
above, are a leather shop and an
opticians, with offices and apartments
in its place.

When I retired nearly five years ago,
I started, as many do, to grow a family
tree, helped by the very few relatives
whose memories reach back further
than mine. I was also particularly
curious to discover what had happened
to those Torah Scrolls. During the War
all the Torah Scrolls in Czechoslovakia
were gathered together by the Nazis
and, meticulously indexed, were put
into storage so that they could be
exhibited in a "Museum of an Extinct
Race" after they had won the War.
Those scrolls languished in that store
continued on next page
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My feanily home

on the outskirts of Prague until 1964
when they were brought to London,
and over many years, restored and
distributed to congregations around the
World. There are some 1500 such
Czech Scrolls, and I am delighted that
a book has recently been published

recording their journeys from the very
many Czech congregations to London
and onwards to communities who
cherish those Scrolls and the memories
of those destroyed communities. (Ozj/
of the Midst of the Fire, Ptjhippa.
Bernard, Westminster Synagogue,
London, 2005, pp 105, hb, ISBN: 09518708-5-8).

I always thought, until very recently,
that there were four Klatovy scrolls. I
traced them to Sarasota in Florida,
Minneapolis, Bedford Comers nortb of
New York and Thanet in Kent, and
was in touch with all four
congregations. In October 2004 I
attended at Westminster Synagogue
the 40th Anniversary Commemoration
of the arrival of the Czech Scrolls in
London. My first surprise was to hear a
lady from the USA say, during her
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speech about her work keeping track
of such scrolls in the States, that she is
related to her predecessor, which made
her related to me. Both ladies trace
their families to Klatovy.
That was not the biggest surprise I
had at that event. After the speeches,
we had time to inspect many scrolls
that had been brought back to
Westminster for the day by the
congregations who now have them in
their care. Each scroll was carefully
laid on long trestle tables, with a piece
of paper on them with the name of
their town of origin. Imagine my
surprise when I saw a Scroll with the
name "Klatovy" on a piece of paper.
After some hurried enquiries as to
which congregation had the fifth
Klatovy Scroll, I discovered, to my
even greater surprise, that it was in the
care of Rabbi Larry Tabick, the
husband of my own Rabbi here in
Weybridge, Rabbi Jackie Tabick!
The next day I phoned Larry Tabick,
and the conversation went something
like this "Hi LalTy. Please can I have
my scroll tack?" After some further

discussions - I was Chairman of our
synagogue at the time so they were not
very long - we exchanged one of our
scrolls for the Klatovy Scroll, which is
now at North West Surrey Synagogue
and in regular use. Someone then
pointed out to me that the exchange
took place only a few months before
the 50th Anniversary of my Bar
Mitzvah, which was the last and only
time I had read from a Scroll. I could
not let the opportunity go. With the
help of a dear friend whom I drove
mad by continuously making the same
mistakes while practising my Portion,
I duly read from it on that anniversary.
I cannot guarantee it because there is
no documentary proof, but I could
well have been the fifth generation of
Barths to have read from that Klatovy
scroll.

Soon after that I made contact by
email with the Rabbi of the
congregation in Bedford Comers to tell
him that I would be driving past their
town at the end of last year and would
like to attend a Shabbat Service, and
especially see their Klatovy Scroll. I
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had a reply within minutes telling me
that they have about one thousand
families in their congregation, and of
the six scrolls, they use the Klatovy
Scroll most regularly, and especially at
eNeryBarorBatMitavah-trndthe:hey
had three on the Shabbat I was there when the Rabbi recounts to the children
the story of the scroll, of the lost
community of Klatovy, and how the
scroll ended up with them. The Rabbi
forwarded our exchange of emails to
the President of the synagogue, who
emailed me immediately from his
laptop on the train on his way home
from work as a lawyer in Manhattan. It
took us only twenty four hours to
establish that we are related, his great
great grandmother having married my
great great grandfather's brother in
Klatovy.
The story does not rest there. My
youngest son, Richard, will be Bczr
A4lj./zvcz¢ this October. Why did I step

off the aeroplane at Gatwick a couple
of days ago full of real joy? I had just
returned from Klatovy after making
arrangements for his Bczr A4lz./zvcz¢

Service to take place there. Our family

The Cemctery with the Holocaust Memorial

and many friends will be travelling
there together with the Klatovy Torah
Scroll and Rabbi Jackie Tabick, for
what will be a very special occasion in
a town where there has been no real
Jewish life for well over sixty years.
Recovery of the family home or of
the Klatovy Torah Scroll? No contest I

TONI BALRTH was born in London in 1942 to

Czech Refugees and lived i;or the first nine years

Of his life in a large building full Of sinilar refiigees. After leaving school he qualified as a solicitor
andbutllaphisownpracticefromwhichhereired
in 2001. He was Chairman Of the Wimbledon
Synagogue J.M. i;or several years and then Vice
Chairman Of YASGB. More recently he has twice
been Chair Of North West Surrey Synagogue.

My great, great grandf;ather's grave
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FROM

CHRISTIAN
SCIENCE TOTEWISH

There was a fierce argument during
which some of the students insisted
there was no place for spirituality within
Judaism, certainly not as something
separate, and that it was there as a byproduct of mainstream observance.
Others were concerned that this area
was being neglected to our personal
detriment and certainly to the
dissatisfaction of many of our future
congregants, and indeed to those Jews
who were not affiliating to communities
because they felt that their needs were
not being met.
I was attracted to Ellen M.
Umansky's new book From C¢7-z.sfz.cz#

Science to Jewish Science: Spiritual

SCIENCE

Healing and American Jews, both
because of my admiration for
Umansky's writings, particularly her
research on Lily Montagu, and because
I have a particular interest in the
subject of Jewish healing. Some of the
things which are currently done under
that heading truly speak to me, while I
am very uncomfortable with others. I
gained even more than I imagined from
this book. Her scope is broad and
includes the historical development of
Reform Judaism.
I recall reading Michelle Guinness's
newly-published Cfoz./d o//fee Cove73cz#Z

'i

ELLEN

LJ L L-

M. UMANSKY

responsive to so-called "new" spiritual
needs. I am aware that these are
welcomed by some, dismissed as
"happy-clappy" by others. I recall a

Jewish thought class I attended ,when,
as a Leo Baeck College student, I
studied in Israel under the auspices of
the American Conservative Movement.

perspective, what I sometimes tern a
maximalist Progressive Judaism. Such
a Judaism potentially caters for body,
continued on next page

L` __`__

FROM CHRISTIAN
SCIENCE TO JEWISH
INSIGHTS
Amanda Golby
FROM CHRISTIAN SCIENCE TO
JEWISH SCIENCE: SPIRITUAL
HEALING AND AMERICAN JEWS
by Ellen M. Umansky
Oxford University Press, New York,
2005, £23.95

A:eec:;e¥ad:eDsth:iHhle:::sro:::io:f
new under the sun". So I think of all
the discussions in which I have been
involved over recent years and the
changes made in some of our
congregations, as we try to be
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in 1985. Guinness had grown up in

Newcastle, in a family who were
members of the local orthodox
synagogue but whose Jewish practices
and observances were minimal. Her
non-Jewish husband decided to
become an Anglican priest and
Guinness herself was attracted by what
she found in Christianity. In particular,
she felt her spiritual needs were being
addressed for the first time. She also
found herself missing some of the
Jewish traditions with which she had
grown up, such as Friday night meals
and the Seder. So she considered her
religious home was with "Jews for
Jesus". I have always regretted that she,
and others like her, have not been
enabled to find what they were looking
for within Judaism.
While some have turned to
Christianity, others have found their
spiritual home within Eastern religions.
Then there are those who do not wish
totally to turn their back on Judaism,
like "Jubus", Jewish Buddhists. If
only they realised they could find
what they were looking for within
Judaism, an ideal Judaism that
combines learning, practice and
action, and from a Progressive
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mind and spirit, and truly speaks to the
whole person.
Umansky's book stresses that this
search did not begin in the late twentieth century. A hundred years earlier,
Reform rabbis were already addressing this very issue. The late nineteenth
century in the United States was a time
of religious searching. Many women
were pioneers in this. The starting point
for Jewish Science was the Christian
Science Movement founded by Mary
Baker Eddy in America. Eddy was born
in 1821, and suffered in her early life
from personal unhappiness and persistent illness, largely psychosomatic in
origin. She experimented unsuccessfully with homeopathy, then had some
success with hypnosis. Following her
healer's death, she became ill again,
and this time cured herself by reading
about Jesus' bealing miracles in Matthew's Gospel. This led to her
"discovery" of Christian Science, as
described in her 1875 book, Scz.e;7ce

and Health, later redtled as Science
and Health and Key to the Scriptures.
The First Church of Christ Scientist
was founded in 1879 to further her be1iefs. Eddy taught that illness is error,
arising from the mind's radical misunderstanding of reality, and that evil is
uureal because God neither creates nor
recognises it. Essentially there is no
body, so no traditional medicines avail,
and all healing depends on prayer.
This sounds far from Jewish
teaching which has always stressed the
importance of the body. Remember
Maimonides' injunction not to live in a
town where there are no doctors. So it
is surprising that many Jews seemed
attracted by this new "religion". The

members of the CCAR, the Central
Conference of American [Reform]
Rabbis were much concerned by a
haemorrhaging away from its
synagogues of those attracted by
Christian Science. There is uncertainty
as to how many actually left. Many of
those who did seemed to be more
attracted by "Science" and able to
ignore the "Christian", but it rang
alarm bells. Several Reform rabbis
began to develop "Jewish Science", the
main subject of this book. Jews found
that their spiritual needs were being
met in a way which was not the case
within late nineteenth/early twentieth
century American Reform Judaism.
The movement has never been very
large. But it is remarkable, and feels
like a Jewish Renewal movement long
before the present one. Umansky picks
out the key personalities involved. By
examining their lives and teachings,
within a wider context of Judaism at
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TThile some have

turned to Christianity,
others have found
their spirhaal home
within Eastern
religions. Then there
are those who do not
wish totally to turn
their back on
Judaism, like
"Jubus " , Jewish
Buddhists. If only
they realised they
could find what they
were looJing f;or

within Judaism
the time, she gives us a wide picture. I
was particularly interested in the way
in which various Reform and
Conservative rabbis were looking at
God, and I gained new insight into the
teachings of Mordecai Kaplan, founder
of Reconstructionist Judaism.
One founder of the school of Jewish
Science was Rabbi Alfred Geiger
Moses, named Geiger because his

father was a student of Rabbi Abraham
Geiger, one of the great German
pioneers
of Reform
Judaism.
Meditation, affirmations, visualisation,
all of these, remarkably, were
encouraged by the teachers of Jewish
Science. Furthermore some of these
Refomi rabbis almost became rebbes
in the sense of acquiring a large

number of "followers" who would turn
to them before making any decision in
their lives. Some of the teachings of
Jewish Science remain far from
mainstream. Other aspects have been
incoaporated into Jewish life. It is now

unthinkable that the modern rabbi
should not have counselling skills, but
it was through the efforts of these
rabbis that this became a vital part of
the curriculum, flrst at Hebrew Union
College, and then at almost every
Rabbinic seminary, including Leo
Baeck College.

Much of the book is devoted to
Rabbi Morris Lichtenstein and his wife
Tehilla. In adapting Mary Baker
Eddy's work for Jews, he wrote Jewish
Science and Health, and was cor\sulted
by large numbers seeking healing, or
advice. "More often than not, the
advice they sought was related to
matters of personal happiness or
health. How, some wanted to know,
could they best free themselves of
stress, incessant worries, fear or
insecurity? How could they rid
themselves of debilitating headaches
or constipation or problems with their
kidneys? How could they get over the
incredible sorrow caused by the death
of a son or daughter or spouse? How
might they deal with a nagging wife or
husband who claimed that she or he
had little time for the family. How
could they gain tbe kind of faith and
trust in God that Lichtenstein himself
seemed to have in his possession? How
could they leam to pray?
Some who came to see him,
particularly among the men, asked his
advice on business matters. Those who
were unhappy in their current jobs or
occupations sought his guidance and
encouragement in seeking new ones.
Some shared with him ideas for new
business ventures. One man apparently

approached Morris Lichtenstein with
the idea of forming a soft drink
company to compete with Coca-Cola
that he intended to call Pepsi Cola.

What, he wanted to know, did Rabbi
Lichtenstein think of the idea? "Go
ahead... such a company should be a
great success."
From 1922 until his death in 1938, at
the age of fifty, Lichtenstein devoted
himself to Jewish Science. The

paradox is that, had he listened to some
of the advice he gave out, he might
have lived longer. But he completely
devoted himself to Jewish Science,
neglecting to have free time, family
time. Following his untimely death, his
mantle was taken up by his wife,
Tehilla, a remarkable woman. Born to
an orthodox rabbinic family, who
valued advanced secular leaming, as
well as educating daughters in
Judaism, she was truly a pioneer.
Umansky, who has devoted so many

years to researching Lily Montagu and
indeed other Jewish women, finds her
particularly fascinating. "The entry on
Jewish Science that appeared in The
Universal Jewish Encyclopaedia,
published in 1942, was signed by
Tehilla Lichtenstein. Referring to
herself in the third person, she wrote
that "Mrs. Lichtenstein [currently]
continued on next page
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occupies the pulpit her husband
established, being the only woman in
the United States holding a rabbinical
post". While she never claimed to be a
rabbi, the initial intention of the
society's board and of Tehilla herself
to find "a member of the rabbinate, as

It is now unthinkable
that the modern rabbi
should not have
counselling sJalls , but
it was thiough the
effbrts Of these rabbis
that this became a
vital part Of the
curriculum, first at
Hebrew Union
College, and then at
almost every
Rabbinic seninary,
inchading Leo Baeck

yet unselected" to work with her, never
came to fruition. Indeed, the idea was
never seriously pursued. Undoubtedly
the support that she received, inside
and outside of the society, made a
difference. And Tehilla, who died
aged eighty in 1973, had what we
might term a far better work/life
balance than her husband. He focused
far more on the individual, she on the
individual within the context of
Jewish life and Jewish peoplehood.
This may have been influenced by
changing times and the impact of the
Shoah.
Throughout Jewish life, different
things have been introduced to
Judaism, some quick to disappear,

others becoming mainstream. While
the history of the Society of Jewish
Science is of itself interesting, it
reached only a small number, but it has
led to many changes within Judaism.
The current interest in healing services
is just one example.
Jewish Science does not just belong
to the past, but is still evolving, and in
many ways is remarkably modem. As
we work at ways of enabling Reform
Judaism to remain loyal to the past,
and at the same time speak to the
present, we can lean much from the
ideas and personalities of Jewish
Science as presented to us by Ellen

Umansky I
RABBI AMANDA GOLBY g/.crc72/cz/ed /row
Leo Baeck College in 1988, and, having served

congregations in Southport and Nottinghan, is
now working at the Hendon Reform Synagogue.
She has a particular interest in that aspect Of
Jewish healing which is concerned with helping

everyone to gain as much as possible from
Shabbat and festivals, even when facing
partlculardiffljculties.

College.
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QUEEN ANNE'S BOUNTY
is no more, for this fund established by Queen Anne in 1704

for the relief of the poorer clergy of the Church of England

]ACKMAN I
SILVERMAN
COMMERCIAL PROPERTY CONSULTANTS

020 7409 0771

was merged with the Ecclesiastical Commission in 1948 to
form the Church Commissioners. But the street which

proudly bears her name lives on, vigorously.
There are accountants, architects, solicitors, and surveyors all
practising their professions, all anxious to serve their clients
and to maintain the high standards which have come to be
associated with this well-preserved, dignified part of
Georgian London. We have practised here since 1951,
offering clients business management, investment guidance
and specialised tax advice, in addition to the more
conventional accounting and auditing services.
As the years go by the scope of our work widens, and the
calls for our professional help increase, reflecting the fiscal
and commercial complexities of the times: but the results

remain mutually rewarding.

LEIVIS GOLDEN & C0
CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS AND REGISTERED AUDITORS

40 Queen Anne Street, London WIG 9EL
Telephone: 020 7580 7313 Fax: 020 7580 2179

26 Conduit Street, London WIR 9TA

Email: fca@lewis-golden.co.uk
NEIL BENSoN FCA
DAVID EDWARDS ACA

ATII

RABBINIC COURSE

HEBREW & JEWISH STUD.ES
BA & MA (full and part time) studies available.
M Phil/Phd by resea.rch
Diploma in Jewish Studies ( 3 years part time)
Certificate in Jewish Studies ( I or 2 years)
Occasional students welcome. Courses include:
Bible, Midrash, Talmud, Codes,
Comparative Religion, Jewish History, Philosophy,
Liturgy, Prayer, Life-Cycle.

STUART WEBBER ACA

KEITH MITCHELL ACCA

:E3TBRAEEEgRcj°ELtFSGHEEDucATioN
A five yea.r programme Ieading to Rabbinic
Ordination.

ANDREW Moss FCA

GRAHAM KINCH

Ifo±uEGE
CENTRE FOR JEWISH
EDUCATION

EDUCATION
MA in Jewish Education (part time)
Advanced Diploma in Professional Development:
Jewish Education (pa,rt time)
Foundation Course for Religion School Teachers

For information on the above contact Dr Helena
Miller on 020 8349 5620.

JEWISH LIFELONG LEARNING
Contact Gaby Ruppin on 020 8349 5620 for
information on the Community of Learners
Programme

For information on the above courses contact lrit
Burkeman on 020 8349 5605.
Sternberg Centre forjudaism, 80 East End Road, Finchley N3 2SY
Tel: 020 8349 5600 Fax: 020 8349 5619 Email: info@lbc-cje.ac.uk Website: www.Ibc-cje.ac.uk
Acting Principal: Rabbi Dr Michael Shire
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SARAJEVO R()SE
A Balklii Jewish .\'Otcbti<]k

academies were famous for publishing
works on Jewish-Spanish literature.
The author was also determined to
study Islamic mysticism, or Sufism,
and Kabbalah - Sarajevo was a well
known Kabbalistic centre - because
these two mysticisms praised the

Creator in the fom of poetry and song.
He presents a number of Bosnian
Sephardic ballads and songs written in
Judeo-Spanish
in
a
Muslim
environment that inspired him to write
his own poems. He called this
inspiration Islamic Ecstasy.
The following exquisite song, sung
at the end of Shabbat by Bosnian
Sephardim, was a typical example of
the Jewish-Muslim relationship in
Bosnian culture.

SURVIVINC TWO
CENOC.DES
Mira Sasic
SARAJEVO ROSE.. A BALKAN
JEVISH NOTEBOOK
by Stephen Schwartz,
Saqi, London, 2005,
ISBN 0 86356 592 1
pp.288, hb, £16.99

book took me back to the year
THE 1492,
FIRSTtoPAGES
the expulsion
OF THIS
of the
Spanish Jews, and the beginning of a
new life for the Sephardic Diaspora
which liad to resettle in the Ottoman
Empire while the Ottomans had pressed
deep into the Balkans. The Sephardim
preserved their memory of Spain,
especially its main language, the dialect
of Castilian, known as Judeo-Spanish,
Ladino, spoken in Bosnia-Herzegovina,
Serbia, Macedonia, Greece, Romania,
Bulgaria, Albania and Turkey.
Their cultural achievements include
manuscript illustration and typography, works on religious law and
mysticism, and commitment to Hebrew
print between the fifteenth and nineteenth centuries.
Especially moving is the fact that

during the latest Balkan war at the
beginning of the 1990s, the Bosnian
Jewish community managed to rescue
the Sarajevo Haggadah, a valuable
manuscript created in Catalonia 500
years ago. Sarajevo was also often
called the ``Little Jerusalem of Bosnia"
- "Yerushalayim Chico" in JudeoSpanish. The Sarajevo Haggadah
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became a patriotic symbol for Bosnians
during the last war. They sympathized
with Sephardic Jews as victims of
persecution who represented a unique
and distinctive part of Jewish culture.
Balkan Muslims could relate to this as
they are themselves a singular and
heterodox element in the Islamic world
dominated by the Arab nations.
The author of Scrrc7/.evo Rose does
not explain that all Bosnian Muslims
were Christian Serbs/Croats before the
500 year-long domination of the
Ottoman Empire. They converted to
Islam either under pressure or in order
to keep their land. Along the way a
maj ority of them discovered the beauty
of Islam and tried to share it with the
rest of the world. Bosnian Muslims
from atheist former Yugoslavia whom
I remember were warm, friendly
people whose houses were always open
to guests. They would discreetly keep
their own tradition but would celebrate
their neighbours' festivals with the
same joy. I could see what attracted the
author to Bosnian Muslim culture.
Schwartz rightly praises the
professors Muhamed Nezirovic and
Kemal Bakarsic. These Sarajevo

EI Dios Alto por su gracia
God Almighty, by his Grace
Nos mando mucha ganacia
Has given us many riches
Nos quito de toda ansia
Has taken away all fears
A nos y a todo Israel
For us and all Israel

The main point that Schwartz tries
to make is that Judaism and Islam
resemble each other greatly and that
Jewish-Muslim coexistence in the
Ottoman lands proves that peace and
justice can prevail.
He also takes the reader to the
Sephardic cemeteries and graveyards
in Bosnia-Herzegovina and in Kosovo.
He tells the exciting story of the false
Messiah Sabbetai Zvi's lost tomb in
Ulcinj-Montenegro, and shares the
Jewish experience he had in Albania
and Romania.
Schwartz goes on to tell some
extraordinary life stories. The most
remarkable concerns Rav Moshe
Damon of Sarajevo. He is known as
"the rabbi of Stolac", not because he
served as a rabbi in Stolac, a town in
western Herzegovina, but because he
died there, on the way to Eretz Israel.
Rav Damon was captured by the new
governor of Bosnia from Turkey and
liberated by 3,000 local Bosnian
Muslims who followed him to the
synagogue where he told the story of
Purim. The incident became known as
the "Sarajevo Purim". After Rav
Danon's death in 1830, his grave
became a place for regular pilgrimages
for the Bosnian Sephardim. The
practice ended only with the
Holocaust.
There is a street in Sarajevo named
after Kalmi Barukh, a famous Sarajevo
Jewish intellectual who dedicated
himself to the collection of Sephardic
poems and ballads and who wrote his
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doctoral thesis on the Bosnian dialect
of Judeo-Spanish. He was killed by the
Nazis in Bergen-Belsen.

Next to Kalmi Barukh, another great
Jewish writer in Sarajevo was called
Isak Samokovlija. Both of them
belonged to a movement for the
defence of Sephardic culture. Isak got
his unusual surname when his family
migrated from Samokov in Bulgaria to
Bosnia-Herzegovina. He studied
medicine in Vienna like many brilliant
Balkan Sephardic youths. While
working in the hospital he collaborated

with the newspaper Jewz's¢ £z/e. Many
of his stories deal with Sephardic life
in Sarajevo. Some of them were
translated into English.
In Dubrovnik, we come across the

story of a Jewish merchant and
traveller named Abraham Kohen
Herrera whose ancestors had to convert
to Christianity but were still forced out
of the Iberian Peninsula. Abraham
reverted to Judaism and became one of
the most passionate followers of
Kabbalah because he wanted to
participate in the "healing of the
world" - fz.4faz47O focr-o/czm - which had

become a Kabbalistic doctrine.
I must also mention Elias Canetti,
the Nobel Prize winner who was proud
of his Sephardic legacy and wrote
about it with exceptional originality.
He died in 1994 in Zurich while the
war was raging in Yugoslavia.
Around 7,000 Sephardim and 1,500
Ashkenazim lived in Sarajevo before
the Holocaust and they made up 15 per
cent of the city's population. The vast

majority of them died during the
Second World War. Seven thousand
volumes in private libraries were
destroyed along with three manuscripts
bringing together Iberian stories,
ballads, poems, anecdotes and historic
documents in Judeo-Spanish. Old
medical and scientific manuscripts and
extraordinary ritual objects in silver

were also lost.

The offlcial number of the Jewish
population in Sarajevo counted 1,200
before the last war in the Balkans at the
beginning of the 1990s. That war
brought back the Sephardic community
welfare body La Benevolencia serving
all - Jews and Muslims, Croats and
Serbs, Gypsies and Albanians. The
American Joint Distribution Committee
assisted
La
Benevolencia
in
establishing a dining hall and three
pharmacies open to all in need. Later
on, Sarajevo Muslims insisted that
Jewish pharmacies had prevented
epidemics in the city. "The Joint" also
organized evacuations of Jewish
refugees from the besieged capital and
the Jewish population in Sarajevo fell
to 700. Those who stayed were
committed to preserve the Jewish
presence in Bosnia. It is difficult to
establish the accurate number of Jews

there as very many of them preferred
registering as Yugoslavs. A number of
people had also been made "honorary
Jews" to help their escape. They were
mainly righteous Gentiles who saved
Jews during the Holocaust, or their
children. In some towns like Mostar in
Herzegovina, the local Jewish leaders
handed out Jewish identity papers to
anybody whose life was in danger. We
can be proud of our fellow Jews in the
former Yugoslavia. They did the
righteous thing.
The 1990s war in the Balkans made
a huge impact on Stephen Schwartz's
writing of the book and is present in
nearly every chapter. His solidarity
with the tragedy of the people is
moving, From time to time he is biased
by consistently defending only the
Muslim side. He shows sometimes
very little understanding for the Jews
in Serbia and Macedonia. I lived in the
former Yugoslavia and travelled to
Belgrade during the war when the
aixport was closed. I knew that there

Around 7,000 Sephardim and I,500 Ashkenazim
lived in Sarajevo bof;ore the Holocaust and they
made wp 15 per cent Of the city's population. The
vast majority Of them died during the Second World
Wqar. Seven thousand volumes in private libraries
++ere destrayed along with three marmscripts
briltgirzg together Iberian stories , ballads , poems ,
anecdotes Hnd historic documents in Judeo-Spanish.
Old inedical and scientific marmscripts and
extraordiilari: rifual objects in siiver were also lost.
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I Jonew that there were
only two sides in that

war - innocent
Muslims, Serbs and
Croats who wanted to
live together in peace
on one side, and
Muslim, Serbian and
Croatian extremists ,

criminals and war
mongers who were in
the minority but
were led by blinded,
power-seeJing,
nationalist leaders
on the other side.
were only two sides in that war innocent Muslims, Serbs and Croats
who wanted to live together in peace
on one side, and Muslim, Serbian and
Croatian extremists, criminals and war
mongers who were in the minority but
were led by blinded, power-seeking,
nationalist leaders on the other side. I

know also that the vast majority of
Balkan Jews, no matter where they
lived, helped and suffered with
innocent, ordinary people.

Elsewhere the author draws an
interesting
parallel
between
Ashkenazim and Sephardim. He claims
that the Jewish world had been
overwhelmed by the wealth and
influence of German and AngloAmerican Jews in the past century and
a half. He points out bow much money
was available for research on
Ashkenazi Jewish culture and how
little was put aside for the recording
and preservation of Sephardica. I
detected sadness, disappointment and
even anger in the author's writing
about it. Schwartz is an interesting
storyteller. His style of writing is open,
direct, deep and emotional. It makes

this book both exciting and painful .
M:I:RA SAISHC was born in Belgrade, former
Yugoslavia. She came to London with her family
in 1992. Currently she is Senior Warden at
NWRS-Alyth Gardens.
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Sir

UTH BARNETT RIGHTLY
highlights
the
Armenian
Genocide and Turkish refusal to

RJUDGEMENT

admit the sins of their ancestors.
She also allowed her revulsion to
become an all out attack on Turkish
culture and history. The original
Turkish tribes were barbarians. So
were the Magyars, the Finns and other
eastern invaders who all became
civilised and developed their own
culture.
Attaturk was busy defeating the
Allies at Gallipoli during the worst of

the Amenian massacres, and it was
the Greeks who with Allied
encouragement invaded Anatolia and
carved out an illegal protectorate
beyond Smyma until driven out by
Attaturk.
There were, as nearly always, faults
on both sides - the Russians
encouraging the Armenians to revolt

against Turkey in 1915 and then failing
to support them, while both Greece and
Turkey were guilty of massacres.

Israel and Turkey together.
But it was a pity that Ruth Bamett
obscured the important historical and

Hostility sadly still smoulders.

political points she wanted to make by
an emotional caricature of Turkish
history. The timing of an article
adopting such a tone is peculiarly
unfortunate, as January saw the
Turkish academic establishment take
the first hesitant steps, with even more
cautious Government support, to
breaking the taboo on open discussion

Historic judgements must be even
handed - especially by Jews, many
of whom harshly condemn Arab
culture and history instead of just
terrorism. That way lies continuing

conflict I
Alan Tyler, Surbiton

of the atrocities of 1915-17. All nations

Sir

T WAS GOOD TO SEE AN
article comparing the tragic
experiences of Jews and Armenians
in the twentieth century. The fate of the
Armenians in Eastern Anatolia was a
grim precursor of later Nazi
persecutions and also of the treatment
of the Muslims of Bosnia more recently.
It is also worth reflecting on the shared
political interests that have brought

ICARICATURE

have some dark things in their history.
It is the sign of a mature democracy
that such episodes can be openly and
responsibly discussed. In the case of
Turkey and the Armenians, that
process is beginning. Meanwhile we
Jews would do well to remember that it
was the Turkish Sultan Bayezid who
welcomed Jews expelled from Spain

and thanked God for making the King
of Spain so foolish as to send him such
useful subjects I
Anthony Sheppard, Esher
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any other pandemic ever known to vet or
medic. Academia, both students and
teachers, the Church of England and most
of the media have now succumbed.
British juries ``convict" named Israelis of
"murder" without giving those accused

the chance of a word of hearing. The
recent procedure of coroners' courts
invests the ancient concept of British
justice with an entirely new content. And
the organ of the left in Britain, with a
circulation well below half a million, is
an almost daily hymn of hate against
Israel. The fact that it occasionally
squeezes in an article by an Israeli or
other Jewish writer is as fair and effective
as putting an ounce in the scales against
a pound. And in the United States, on
which Israel has relied as its forefathers
relied on God in the desert, the assault
from academia has now begun with
"research " on the Israel "lobby".
Unbelievably the state of Israel and its
supporters across the globe are leaving
this front almost undefended. They are
like a world cup team that has sent its

goal keeper on gardening leave and
forgotten to invite the reserve off the
bench. Shouting, swearing at or
shmoozing newspaper editors is an
inadequate response. It needs a
campaign more shrewd and resolute than
anything mounted by the enemy. In
public relations terms that requires no
rocket science. Any reasonably
competent consultant could mount it by
nightfall. After all they did it twice for
Bill Clinton, when gales of adverse news
were threatening to blow him off the
ballot. But Israel, after 58 years of
perilous existence, continues to believe
it can afford to ignore world opinion
with the impunity with which it can
disregard icebergs around Greenland.
It is wrong. For in democracies public
opinion ultimately shapes the policies of
goverrments. They dare not ignore it
without losing office. Even the United
States is not immune from that iron law.
So far in Britain, governments have been
mostly fair, and sometimes even
friendly, to the fi.agile state of Israel.
Given the lightning speed with which
the virus rages, how much longer?

FIE JOLIJY RELIEF IN ALL TIHS
is provided by Rowan Williams,
the Most Reverend and Right
Honourable Lord Archbishop of
Canterbury -to give him his official due.
Not one of his 103 predecessors has
added so much to the gaiety of the nation.
One day he deliberately joins those who
wish to boycott Israel. He tells the people
responsible for raising the money to pay
his and other Church salaries, to dump
their shares in an American fimi that sells
bulldozers to the Israeli army. The next.
he writes to Sir Jonathan Sacks with the
non-apology that is the fashionable and
utterly dishonest "get-out" in our current
national life. Under this you never say :
"I am sorry I was wrong." You merely

T#

mutter "If I have offended anyone, then I
am sorry." Which sounds like an apology;
but behind the big print deftly maintains
your original position. Within days it is
revealed that the fimi which Williams
wished to boycott also sells its bulldozers
to the Palestinians who use them to
demolish Israeli homes. And to land some
more egg on his face, his investment
experts proclaim to all the world that they
have no intention of obeying his wish.
Ivhat fun it all is to watch. But where

times. And then shrugged her shoulders.
Isn't that the final condemnation of
curTentorthodoky-thatitmakessensible
people trade in their respect for a shrug
of the shoulders? And why does Israel's
London embassy also join such a game
of deception?

#
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to be a High Court judge. She never hid

her Jewish identity - with that name it
would have been a little difficult - and
that never did her any harm. So why was
it thought appropriate to hold her
memorial service in the Temple Church?
Some 20 years ago I agreed, after some
heart searching, to take part in the
memorial service for a former Jewish
newspaper colleague in St Bride's
Church, Fleet Street. When I told Rabbi
Hugo Gryn, one of whose assistants I was
then happy to be, he retorted: "Why St
Bride's Church when we have a perfectly
good synagogue here." I had no answer
then. I have none now.

#

does it leave the dignity of the man and
his ancient office?

#
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through the often less than thrilling
Geman jewish weekly when I stopped
to read a microscopic record of Pesach
preparations in another congregation.
That community was until recently
served by a progressive rabbi. Now a 31 year-old orthodox one from Israel was
imposing his regime. So piles of sales
contracts were mounting in the
synagogue office. He had induced
bemused congregants to "sell" him their
pasta and lentils for the duration of
Pesach, so that they no longer ``owned"
any leaven. He in turn was "selling " them
on to Frau Poggenpohl, the non Jewish
synagogue secretary. In her 22 previous
years with the congregation she had never
known such self deception masquerading
as Judaism. As the documents heaped on
her desk, she kept shaking her head in
disbelief . When the rabbi fmally asked
her to sign them she took her ball point
and wrote "Poggenpohl" two dozen

TLi:¥d:d%i;tt:T%g£S:1:i:ooft¥th:
story of my life. I do in fact like reading
and writing life stories. But mine? No
thank you, for two reasons. Firstly the
story ought to be an interesting one. And
my progress from Hendon County School
to regional rabbi along the breezy Baltic
coast is no match for the Da Vinci Code.
Secondly and conclusively, if I were to
recall some of the things that moved and
shaped my life, I would inevitably have
to talk about my parents and siblings,
their quirks and their virtues, how they
sought to build their fate, and how fate
biffed and buffeted them in return, and
with them, myself possibly also. It is not
onlythepossiblepainthatstopsmydoing
this. I believe that family life, even the
life of an unhappy family, is sacred. That
means its intimacies are beyond access
by nudge, click or password to my

imperfect memory .
RABBI WILLIAM WOLFF is Jfee regz.o#cz/
rabbi in North East Germany. He has previously
served congregations in Wimbledon, Brighton,
Reading, Milton Keynes and Newcastle upon
Tyne. He trained at Leo Baeck College, and
started in the rabbinate as cm assistant to the late
Rabbi Hugo Gryn at the West London Synagogue.

THE STERNBERG CENTRE FOR JUDAISM
AN OPEN DOOR TO JEWISH LIFE
The Sternberg Centre for Judaism, situated at 80, East End Boad, Finchley, at the heart of London's Jewish
community, is the largest Jewish religious, educational and cultural centre in Europe.
It is the home of The Movement for F}eform Judaism, the Leo Baeck College -Centre for Jewish Education,
Akiva School and the New North London Masorti Synagogue. The centre provides many programmes and
amenities, including a library, bookshop, The Strudel Caf6 , biblical garden and extensive grounds.

The Sternberg Centre is an open door to Jewish life and extends to you the warmest of welcomes.
THE JEWISH MUSEUM FINCHLEY

THE STERNBEF]G CENTF]E
Lunchtime F3ecital
Thursday llth May 2006 at 1.15pm -2pm

Forgotten Voices of the Holocaust
Wednesday 4th May 2006 at 7.30pm
An absorbing talk by Lyn Smith on how she came to
write her book Fongo#en Vo/.cos and work with over

Trio: Piano, Violin and Cello.

Haydn Trio No. 45 (two movements)
Beethoven `The Ghost"
Telephone: June Lewis 020 8349 5724

loo Holocaust survivorsexploring their stories and
memories. Admission is £5 (Museum Friends and
students £4). Included is admission to The Last
Goodbye exhibition and Museum galleries one hour
before the event. Advance booking recommended.
Telephone: 020 83491143
www.jewishmuseum.org.uk

THE MOVEMENT FOR FIEFORM JUDAISM

Ideals, Dreams, Visions
A Jewish Journey to St Petersburg and Kiev
July 31 st -August 7th 2006, £980 per person,
with Jeremy Leigh and Julian Besnick.

JEWISH MUSEUIvl - FAMILY HISTORY WORKSHOP
Sunday 23rd April and 18`hJune 2006 at 4pm
lf you are starting to trace your family history and
would like to find out more about researching your

Jewish ancestors come to one of the Museum's
regular genealogy workshops run in association with
the Jewish Genealogical Society of Great Britain

(JGSGB). These workshops offer a fantastic
opportunity to consult standard texts, swap information
and get advice from experts. please bring your family
tree with you. F{esearch your family roots.
Telephone 020 83491143
NEW NORTH LONDON SYNAGOGUE
-TIKKUN OLAM

A look at the largest Jewish Community ever, the Jews
of Pussia; Imperial Pussia, Communist Pussia and the
`New' Prussia. At the dawn of the Twentieth Century
the vast majority of Jews in the world, living in F3ussia,
were caught up on the Battleground of Ideology in
intense and competing Visions for the future of
Humanity. The trip will examine these Visions; both the

successes and the failures. And what it meant for the
Jews. We will not only look back into History and
Memory, but will have two incredible opportunities to

see a different version of the Dreams by seeing two
Jewish communities reborn and recreated. Please join
us for this memorable Jewish Journey.
Contact Annie Simmons 020 8349 5646
annie.simmons@reformjudaism.org.uk

Focus on Africa
Sunday 23rdApril at 8.30pm
You are invited to hear about and join in community
efforts as part of Tikkun Olam programme, on Sunday
evening 23rd April 12'h anniversary of South Africa's
first democratic government.
Telephone: NNLS Office 020 8346 8560.

LEO BAECK COLLEGE
- CENTRE FOR JEWISH EDUCATION

Community of Learners Programme
Adult Jewish learning targeted to the needs of our
time. The programme responds to a secular Britain at
the beginning of the 21St century, using the expertise of
rabbis and educators.
Telephone Gaby Puppin: 020 8349 5628
www.communityoflearners.org

BE COUNTED
Counting All of Us ln -The Conference of the
Movement for F3eform Judaism.
7th - 9th July 2006 at Leicester University. A weekend of
wonderful learning, heated debates, fun and laughter.
Full programme for children and teenagers exploring

your Judaism, prayer and study. Opportunity for young
adults to meet. Creche. Experience the new siddur,
eminent speakers, evening entertainment. Jewish
music, sharing experience of synagogue-life.
Opportunity to be part of a big community, meeting
new people. Jews in film, text study, celebration of
Jewish culture. Alternative services something for
everyone. Telephone: Annie Simmons 020 8349 5646
or email conference @ reformjudaism.org.uk
or log on to www.reformjudaism.org.uk
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